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Translator’s note 

 بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم
 الصلوة و السالم عليك يا رسول الله

All praises are for Allah Ta’ala who has blessed this servant of 

the righteous scholars of Islam to accomplish such a great 

work. It was in the beautiful city of Madinah Al Munawwara – 

that Huzur Ashraful Fuqaha Mufti Mujeeb Ashraf Al Qaadiri 

[may Allah Ta’ala protect him] assigned me to translate this 

work into English language. I sincerely thank Allah Ta’ala that 

he chose this humble servant to carry out such a huge and 

momentous task. Indeed, the importance of compensatory 

prostrations and its rulings are crucial – because the majority of 

laymen have either forgotten the rulings attached with it or they 

may have never read about it. It is my habit that a book is to be 

read thoroughly before it can be translated, and I found this 

book a treasure trove of Hanafi law. Moreover, it is no easy 

task to translate works of our respected senior scholars. In my 

personal opinion, it is more important for the able academic 

Sunni Muslims to translate the works of our pious predecessors 

than to author new books. For this will cause the valuable work 

of our elders to become preserved and thereby reserved for the 

new generation of Muslims – who cannot read, write or 

understand the languages of Urdu, Arabic and Persian. 

In this book, I have used the words Salaah and prayer 

interchangeably. Necessary and compulsory actions are known 

as Waajib meanwhile the obligatory or mandatory actions are 

called Fardh. There were a few repetitions of the rulings which 

have been taken care of and other rulings were placed under the 

appropriate headings for convenience. If one finds any 
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mistakes, please attribute them to the translator and not the 

author. The author of this book is a great saint of Islam. His 

way of teaching, speaking and praying are in accordance to the 

Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah SalAllahu Alayhi Wasallam. 

Indeed, I have found my heart activated in the remembrance of 

Allah Ta’ala whenever I have gazed upon Huzur Ashraful 

Fuqaha, and I consider him to be one of the greatest vessels of 

knowledge on the planet. 

May Allah Ta’ala accept this work and cause it to become 

widespread in the world! Aameen!  

Salutations be upon the Messenger of Allah {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص}, his family, his 

companions and his loyal followers.  

Yours humbly in Islam 

Khaadim e Mashaaikh 

Tehseen Raza Hamdani 

Nuri    
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Brief synopsis on the author 

Written by: Mawlana Ghulam Mustafa Ridawi Barkaati 

of Nausari, India 

 نحمده ونصلى على رسوله الكريم ، اما بعد

My beloved and noble teacher and mentor, the provider of 

spiritual permission, the founder and rector of Jaami’ Ridawiya 

Darul Uloom Amjadia of Nagpur, the senior supervisor and 

advisor of Darul Uloom Anwar e Raza of Nausari, Hadrat 

Allama Mufti Muhammad Mujeeb Ashraf Sahab Azmi, the 

Qaadiri, the Ridawi, the Barakaati [may Allah sanctify his 

greatness] – is a well-known personality throughout the world. 

The senior and junior scholars of Islam, and the public at large 

are well aware of him and they look upon him with great 

admiration.  

Allah Ta’ala has placed many distinctions in this personality 

from all aspects. If we are to view him from the Islamic 

academic perspective – we find him to be an able teacher, a 

prolific jurist, an expert Mufti and an erudite orator. From the 

institutional point of view – we find him to be an excellent 

rector, a reliable supervisor and a sincere principal. From the 

spiritual point of view – he is a much revered Shaykh of the 

Tariqah [Qaadiriya], an epitome of guidance and a mercy for 

the disciples. Elderly or the young, wealthy or the poor – all of 

them attain much tranquility from him. He has a mild 

temperament, a soft heart and his words are precise and 

accurate like the pearls of a necklace. In his simple life we find 

examples of great efforts. His personality is a congregation of 

Shari’ah and Tariqah. A person who meets him for the first 
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time becomes captivated with him due to his nobility and 

simplicity.  

Birth 

He was born in a town of Ghosi, situated in the Azamgarh 

district of the Uttar Pradesh [North Eastern] state of India. His 

birth took place in a scholarly family on the 2nd of Ramdan 1356 

AH – corresponding to 6th November 1937, on a Saturday 

during the time of dawn. His family tree is as follows: Hadrat 

Mufti Mujeeb Ashraf Sahab, the son of Hadrat Muhammad 

Hasan Sahab, the son of Haafiz Muhammad Jamiullah Sahab, 

the son of Shaykh Al Huffaaz Hadrat Haafiz Ahmad Sahab 

[may Allah have mercy on them].  

Education 

His education transpired under the supervision of capable 

scholarship. He learned the noble Qur’an from a pious person 

called Miya-ji Muhammad Taqi Sahib from the Kareemuddin 

area of his hometown Ghosi. His Urdu language and 

mathematics education took place until class 4 in Madrasa 

Shamsul Uloom in Ghosi. Thereafter he studied the foundation 

of the Persian language from Hadrat Mawlana Sami’ullah 

Sahib of Ghosi and the advance level from Hadrat Mawlana 

Saeed Khan Sahib for a period of three years. A few standard 

level Arabic literature was studied under his uncle – Shaykh 

Shamsuddin Sahib and the rest of the books until Kaafiya was 

studied under his noble teacher – the commentator of Bukhari 

Shaykh Muhammad Shariful Haq Amjadi Sahib [may Allah 

have mercy on all]. 
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In 1951, Shaykh Shariful Haq Amjadi proceeded to Pachperwa 

– a small town in UP – under the orders of Haafiz e Millat 

Shaykh Abdul Aziz Muhaddith Muraadaabaadi [may Allah 

have mercy on him], to work in Darul Uloom Fadhl e 

Rahmaaniya. Hazrat [the author] also accompanied his noble 

teacher in this journey and stayed in Pachperwa for two years 

during which he studied until Sharah Jaami. At that time, the 

son of Sadrush Shari’ah – Hadrat Qaari Raza ul Mustafa Sahib 

was a senior teacher in the institution and Hadrat studied a few 

books under him as well.  

In 1953, Shaykh Shariful Haq Amjadi Sahib proceeded to 

Bareilly Sharif on the orders of Huzur Mufti e A’zam Shaykh 

Mustafa Raza [may Allah sanctify his noble secret]. Hazrat also 

proceeded with him to Bareilly Sharif and completed his 

studies in the famous religious institution – Darul Uloom 

Mazhar e Islam. He graduated in 1957 from this institution. The 

personalities [may Allah be pleased with them] under which 

Hazrat’s tutelage transpired are as follows:  

1. Shaykh Shariful Haq Amjadi Sahib 

2. Mufti Ghulaam Jilaani Sahib 

3. Mawlana Mufti Thanaaullah Amjadi Sahib 

4. Mawlana Mu’eenuddin Khan Sahib 

5. Mufti Muhammad Tehseen Raza Khan Sahib    

However, he attained the most instructions and teachings from 

Shaykh Shariful Haq Sahib and therefore Hazrat usually 

mentions, ‘Hadrat Shariful Haq Sahib Amjadi is my actual 

teacher.’  This noble teacher of his would express happiness 

that it is only Mujeeb Ashraf who has stayed in his 

companionship for a lengthy period and attained academic 
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achievement. The enormous affection and respect that Shaykh 

Shariful Haq Sahab had for this student of his may be 

understood from the following incident. In 1993, Hazrat Mufti 

Mujeeb Ashraf arrived in Marehrah Sharif for the annual Urs 

Qaasmi. After the Maghrib prayer, Hazrat wanted to meet the 

Sajjadah Shaykh Sayyid Mustafa Haydar Hasan [may Allah 

have mercy on him] – known famously as Huzur Ahsanul 

Ulama [the best of scholars]. When he entered his presence, he 

saw that his noble teacher Shaykh Shariful Haq Sahib was also 

present. Seeing his most loyal student, Shaykh Shariful Haq 

Sahab was overjoyed. He took hold of his hand and made him 

sit next to him and said to Sayyid Ahsanul Ulama the following 

words: 

“Huzoor, this Mujeeb Ashraf, is the nephew of Shaykhul Ulama 

Mawlana Ghulaam Jilaani Azmi and Raeesul Azkiya Mawlana 

Ghulaam Yazdaani Azmi. He is also my special student. On the 

Day of Qiyaamah if Allah Ta’ala asks me, ‘Shariful Haq, What 

have you brought? [At this juncture, Shaykh Sahib began to 

weep and with a heavy voice he said] I will say I have brought 

Mujeeb Ashraf!” 

Listening to this, the people who were present there and Sayyid 

Ahsanul Ulama himself also, began to weep. Then Sayyid 

Ahsanul Ulama placed his hand on the head and chest of Hazrat 

and blessed him with supplications. From this incident we 

realize the intensity of love that Shaykh Shariful Haq Sahab 

had for his student and his pride over the knowledge and piety 

possessed by Hazrat.  
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His teaching 

In 1957, Hadrat Ashraful Ulama Mufti Mujeeb Ashraf Sahab 

graduated. In 1958, in the center of India, Nagpur, there was a 

well-known religious institution called Jaami’a Arabiya 

Islaamiya – and they required a deputy Shaykh ul Hadith. The 

founder of this institution, Shaykh Mufti Abdur Rasheed Sahab 

requested Huzur Mufti e Azam Hind and Shaykh Shariful Haq 

Sahab for a person who could fill this vacancy. Both 

personalities chose Huzur Ashraful Ulama and sent him to 

Nagpur – and he was a young man at that time. Due to his 

young age, Mufti Abdur Rasheed Sahab did not place him in 

the Jaamia’ but appointed him as a supervisor in the advisory 

council of the Jaamia’. Since, the institution of the council did 

not have higher grade learning – Hazrat taught for two years 

and thereafter resigned. In accordance with the request of 

Huzur Mufti e Azam Hind, Hazrat was employed in the Kacchi 

Memon Masjid in Nagpur as the Imam and Khateeb. After a 

few months, Mufti Abdur Rashid realized the potential of 

Hazrat and appointed him as the deputy of Shaykhul Hadith in 

Jaamia’ Arabiya. For the period of five years from 1961 to 

1965 – Hazrat took hold of the reign of education with great 

responsibility and carried out teaching the students. All the 

students had an enormous impact of knowledge from Hazrat.  

Due to some reasons, Hazrat separated from the Jaamia’ and 

established Al-Jaamiatur Razviya Darul Uloom Amjadiya in 

1966 in Nagpur. His hard work and intense struggle allowed 

this religious insititution to reach the stars of greatness and even 

today this insititution is a witness and a masterpiece of 

scholarship due to the great efforts of Hazrat. 
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His Students 

The following are the famous names of his students: 

1. Hazrat Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad Husaini Ashrafi 

[Editor Sunni Aawaaz, Nagpur] 

2. Hazrat Mufti Habib Yaar Khan [Mufti of Indore] 

3. Hazrat Mawlana Abdul Ghani Naseerabadi 

4. Hazrat Mawlana Abdus Sattar of Indore 

5. Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Mansoor of Nagpur 

6. Hazrat Mawlana Naseem Ahmad of Nagpur 

7. Hazrat Mufti Abdul Waahid Jabalpuri [Khalifa of 

Huzur Mufti e Azam] 

8. Hazrat Mawlana Shameem Ahmad of Tanda 

9. Hazrat Mawlana Sayyid Ali Adooni 

10. Hazrat Mawlana Muhammad Ihsaan of Posid 

11. Hazrat Mawlana Abdur Rashid Jabalpuri 

12. Faqeer Ghulaam Mustafa Barkaati [the writer of this 

biography] 

13. Hazrat Mawlana Ihsaan ur Rahman  

14. Hazrat Mawlana Qamar Peer Sahib [Principal of 

Karnol College in Andhera Pradesh] 

15. Hazrat Mawlana Qalandar Sahib [Shaykh ul Hadith, 

Raichur] 

16. Hazrat Ateeq ur Rahmaan Sahib [Raichur] 

17. Hazrat Mawlana Shafeeq ur Rahman Sahib [Nagpur] 

18. Hazrat Mawlana Qaari Muhammad Haroon [Shaykh e 

Tajwid, Nagpur] 

19. Hazrat Mawlana Ateeq ur Rahman Sahib [Nagpur] 

20. Hazrta Mawlana Mujeeb ur Rahman Sahib [Nagpur] 

21. Hazrat Mawlana Abdur Rahman Sahib [Nagpur] 
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22. Hazrat Mawlana Khurshid Ahmad Sahib [he was a 

non-Muslim who became a Muslim at the hands of 

Hazrat] 

23. Hazrat Mawlana Abdul Habib Razvi [Nagpur] 

24. Hazrat Mawlana Sayyid Makhdoom Sahib [Andhera 

Pradesh] 

25. Hazrat Mawlana Abdul Qaadir Sahib 

26. Hazrat Allama Haafiz Khwaja Ali Sahib 

27. Hazrat Mawlana Hafiz Ghulam Mustafa Sahib 

[Nagpur] 

28. Hazrat Mufti Abdul Qadeer Sahib [Nagpur] 

29. Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Nazeer Sahib [Nagpur] 

30. Hazrat Mawlana Sayyid Muhamamd Safi [Raichur] 

31. Hazrat Mawlana Muhammad Ali [Raichur] 

32. Hazrat Mawlana Fakhruddin Sahib [Nagpur] 

33. Hazrat Mawlana Sayyid Ahmad Qaadiri [Gokak] 

Besided the names of these students, there are hundreds more 

who are serving Islam in and out of the country. For this reason 

Hazrat is remembered as Ustaadh Al Asaatidha [Teacher of 

teachers] and Ustaadh Al Ulama [Teacher of scholars]. 

Bai’at & Khilaafat 

Hazrat Ashraful Ulama Mujeeb Ashraf became the disciple, 

during his student years, of Huzur Mufti e Azam Hind Allama 

Mustafa Raza Nuri [may Allah sanctify his secret]. He became 

a disciple on the 2nd Safar Al Muzaffar 1357 AH – 12 October 

1955, in Bareilly Sharif. On this very day, Huzur Mufti e Azam 

Hind [may Allah be pleased with him] blessed him and Shaykh 

Shariful Haq Sahib with written permissions in the Qaadiriya 

spiritual litanies, amulets and incantations.  
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In 1960, when Huzur Mufti e Azam [may Allah have mercy on 

him] arrived in Nagpur, he blessed Hazrat, with his own 

intention, with Khilaafa in front of scholars and public alike. 

The Sajjadah of Baghdad Sharif, Shaykh Sayyid Yusuf Gilaani 

also blessed him with Khilaafa in 1991.  

Disciples and Khulafa 

Hazrat is a humble and kindred spirit. He is a person of purity. 

Nationally and internationally, his disciples and deputies 

[Khulafa] are in numbers exceeding hundreds of thousands. 

One of the specialities regarding him is that a person who 

pledges allegiance to him – the person becomes a staunch in 

terms of his Islamic beliefs. The effects of his noble 

companionship is manifested clearly in those who seek the 

spiritual path. From his Khulafa, there are scholars and 

Huffaaz; since Hazrat only blesses select people with Khilaafat 

– those who are pious, able and knowledgeable. From amongst 

his Khulafa, here are some of their names:  

1. Mawlana Abdul Ghani Naseerabaadi 

2. Mawlana Abdus Sattaar Hamdani 

3. Mawlana Sayyid Saleem Baapu 

4. Mufti Waajid Ali Malegaao 

5. Faqeer Qaadiri Ghulaam Mustafa Barkaati 

6. Mufti Aabid Hussain Ridawi 

7. Haafiz Muhammad Tehseen Ashraf 

8. Mufti Muhammad Rafee’uz Zamaa Misbahi 

9. Mawlana Aasif Iqbal of Naasikh 

10. Mawlana Mahboob Aalam Sahab 

11. Mawlana Abdul Aziz Sahab 

12. Mawlana Abdur Rashid Jabalpuri 
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13. Mawlana Haafiz Sa’adat Ali Sahab 

14. Hazrat Tafweedh Aalam Razvi 

15. Mawlana Waqaar Aalam Razvi 

16. Mawlana Abul Kalaam Sahab 

17. Mawlana Ja’far Al Aabideen 

18. Haafiz Muhammad Ihsaan Iqbaal Sahab 

19. Mawlana Muhammad Saabir Al Qaadiri 

20. Mawlana Tawqeer Ashraf Sahab 

21. Mawlana Sarfaraaz Ahmad Azhari  

22. Mawlana Sabeel Ahmad Sahab 

23. Mawlana Hafiz Abdul Qaadir Sahab 

24. Mawlana Hafiz Ghulam Murtaza  

25. Mawlana Muhammad Zaakir Sahab 

26. Mawlana Mubasshir Sahab 

27. Mawlana Mudatthir Hussain Sahab 

28. Mawlana Abdul Qawi Sahab 

29. Mawlana Ghulam Jilaani Azhari 

30. Mawlana Junaid Raza Azhari 

31. Mawlana Ghulaam Samdaani Azhari 

Establishment of Darul Uloom Amjadiya 

In the center of India, Nagpur – Hazrat established a religious 

university in 1966 by the name of Jaamiatul Razviya Darul 

Uloom Amjadiya. Many students from all corners of the 

country gather here to satisfy their thirst of knowledge. Yet 

besides this institution, Hazrat has also established other 

schools in different areas of India – along with its supervision 

and management due to which these places have become an 

epitome of success.  
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In Nausari, Gujarat – a place in which it was a crime to take the 

name of Sunnism – there Hazrat established a religious 

university in 1988 under his capable supervision; naming it 

Darul Uloom Anwaar e Raza. This insititution is considered to 

be one of the best religious schools in Gujarat. The writer of 

this biography, Faqeer Ghulam Mustafa – is the founder and 

principal of this university. May Allah Ta’ala accept this work 

from this servant! 

In Deccan – South India, there is another establishment which 

is a manifest fountain of Maslak e Alahazrat called Darul 

Uloom Raza e Mustafa Gulshan e Razavi, in Raichur. This was 

established in 1988 – and managed by a very bright personality, 

the student and Khalifa of Hazrat – Mawlana Muhammad 

Qalandar Razvi Sahab. This establishment is under the 

auspicious supervision of Hazrat from 2003. 

Similarly, another university was established in Siddpet – 

Telangana state of India, called Darul Uloom Anwaar e 

Mustafa. The founder of this institution is Hazrat Dr. Sayyid 

Hussain Sahab – the special disciple of Hazrat. Hazrat is also a 

supervisor of this establishment. This religious school is the 

largest school of Sunnism in town.    

Establishment of Amjadi Mosque 

In 1958, Hazrat placed the first foundational stones for a 

mosque in the Shanti Nagar area of Nagpur. This mosque is 

considered to be one of the beautiful and largest mosques of 

Nagpur. If one has to convey a survery, one will realise that the 

blessings of Hazrat is manifest in every corner and area of 

India. His disciples and deputies are serving the Deen of Islam 
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in India and out of India. May Allah Ta’ala grant him a long 

life!  

Hazrat is a very sincere and devout man. His gatherings are 

illuminated with light of wisdom and knowledge. It is for this 

reason that those who sit in his gatherings find themselves 

becoming wiser and intellectuals. Whenever Hazrat is asked a 

question, he answers them in a way that makes sense and easy 

to understand. He ensures that the questioner is satisfied with 

his answer. This is my 27 years of experience that whenever a 

controversial issue is raised, Hazrat finds a solution to it with a 

wonderful conclusion. His patience, his deep insight, his 

pondering and his calmness has no parallel. Allah Ta’ala has 

made him a greenery of excellence and a flower of morality. 

This book [Masaail Sajdah Sahw] is a very valuable literature 

of Hazrat. This is his first work in terms of this subject. The 

important rulings of Sajdah Sahw have been gathered in it so 

that it is an important study for the public and the scholars. 

Once you read this work, you shall appreciate the importance 

of this literature. Besides this work, the other literatures 

authored by Hazrat that has come to light are the following: 

1. Khutbaat Colombo 

2. Irshaad Al Murshid 

3. Tehseen al Iyaadah 

4. Paykar e Istiqaamat o Karaamat 

And yet there are those works which are yet to be published: 

1. Al Maroowiyaat Ar Ridawiya fi Al Ahaadith an 

Nabawiya 
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This is a compilation of Prophetic narrations from the 

books of Alahazrat Imam Ahmad Raza [may Allah be 

pleased with him]. This was compiled 25 years ago 

however, it is awaiting publishing.  

2. Taabish e Anwaar e Mufti e Azam 

This is a work of Hazrat in which he explains his journey 

and experiences with his Shaykh – Huzur Mufti e Azam 

Hind [may Allah be pleased with him]. This has been 

published. Alhamdulillah.  

3. Tanweer at Tawqeer Tarjuma As Salaatu ala Bashir un 

Nadhir 

A 300 page work based on the excellences of Durood 

Sharif.  

Besides these literatures, there are thousands of his verdicts 

preserved in the register of Darul Uloom Amjadiya. It is my 

sincere supplication that as many literatures of Hazrat there are 

– it should be published and see the light of the day. Aameen!  

Taalib e Dua 

Faqeer Ghulaam Mustafa Qaadiri Barkaati 

Founder & Rector  

Darul Uloom Anwaar e Raza  

Nausari, Gujarat  
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Preface 

Islam is the Deen of Fitrah [that which is natural and 

universal]. All the laws and regulations of Islam are in 

accordance to the natural predisposition of human beings. It is 

another matter if there is a satanic influence within someone 

due to which he rejects the Islamic tenets. This does not cause 

any loss to Islam. Nevertheless, the truthfulness and reality of 

Islam is one of the most fundamental established realities that 

if anyone has to adopt justice and be unbiased when observing 

Islam then he will declare that Islam is the universal way of life. 

It is part of life of a man that when he does any action then 

some mistakes do transpire. Due to mistakes, his work becomes 

somewhat defective and he ponders over the matter as to what 

to do next. At this juncture, man will opt for one of the two 

things:  

a) If his mistake is not severe, then he will correct his 

mistake with extra effort due to which his work 

becomes complete. 

b) If his mistake is severe then he will leave this work and 

start afresh. 

In accordance with this natural trait in mankind, Islam has laws 

that rectifies the mistakes and defects concerning practices in 

worship or social interactions. For example, in Hajj – the 

pilgrims may do some mistakes for which there is a law of 

Sadaqa [charity] or Dam [sacrifice] in place. One does not need 

to repeat the Hajj due to these mistakes. However, there are 

some severe mistakes that requires repetition of Hajj – such as 

the standing in the plains of Arafah. If this is missed – then this 
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must be repeated in the following year of Hajj. Without this 

injunction, Hajj cannot be completed.  

In the similar sense, Salaah [prayer] is an important aspect of 

worship in Islam. It is Fardh on every mature, sane man and 

woman. Since human beings have the natural aspect of 

forgetfulness in their lifestyles and irrespective of how careful 

a person is – he will commit small or big mistakes eventually. 

Due to this, Islam has provided three ways in which the 

mistakes of prayer are rectified: a) forgiveness, b) 

compensatory prostrations [Sajdah Sahw] and c) repetition.  

a) Forgiveness 

If a Mustahab [preferable] or Sunnah [recommended] action is 

missed in prayer – then the rectification of this mistake is 

forgiveness. That is, the doers of these mistakes need not 

perform Sajdah Sahw or repeat their prayers. However, to 

intentionally miss these actions causes the virtues of the prayer 

to disintegrate.    

b) Compensatory prostrations [Sajdah Sahw] 

If a Waajib [compulsory/necessary] actions in prayer is missed 

forgetfully – then this is rectified by performing two extra 

prostrations at the end of the prayer. There is no need to repeat 

the prayer.  

c) Repetition 

If a Waajib is missed intentionally, or if a Fardh 

[obligatory/mandatory] action is missed intentionally or 

forgetfully – then the prayer can only be rectified by repeating 

the prayer.  
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If the prayer was to be repeated for every small and simple 

mistakes then people would become annoyed by this action, 

hence for the sake of convenience of Muslims, many mistakes 

are rectified by forgiveness and compensatory prostrations. 

Reason for this book 

Since I am frequently travelling in and out of the country due 

to religious propagation and sermons, I find myself performing 

prayer behind many Imams in various mosques. Many times it 

happened that the Imam performed the Sajdah Sahw at the end 

of prayer. Upon inquiring, I was informed of the reason which 

does not cause the Sajdah Sahw to be compulsory. For 

example, in a four unit Fardh prayer the annexing of a Surah 

after Surah Fatiha in the 3rd or 4th unit does not require Sajdah 

Sahw – but the Imam did so. Inversely, it so happened that 

Sajdah Sahw was compulsory to perform but the Imam did not 

do so. Upon inquiring afterwards, the Imam said that Sajdah 

Sahw is not required for such mistakes. For example, in the first 

sitting posture [Qa’dah Ulaa] the Imam sat for a long time 

inidicating that the Imam must have recited the Durood after 

Tashahud and thereafter stood up. When I asked the Imam that 

you stood up quite late from the first sitting posture – what was 

the reason? He replied that he had recited half the Durood after 

Tashahud forgetfully. So I replied that in this instance it is 

compulsory to perform Sajdah Sahw. The Imam replied that it 

only becomes compulsory if he had recited the entire Durood. 

I was very saddened and surprised at this ignorance of simple 

Islamic laws by our Imams of the mosques. Likewise, I have so 

many incidents to relate but to whom should I express? Hence, 

due to this prevelance, an idea appeared in my heart that a book 

should be prepared in which the necessary laws of Sajdah Sahw 
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are compiled. Since the laws and rulings of Sajdah Sahw appear 

in various manuscripts of Fiqh but most of the crucial ones are 

scattered in numerous chapters, and this becomes difficult for 

a comman man to find. Some rulings are found under the 

chapter of obligatory actions and others in the chapter of 

compulsory actions, yet others are divided in the Sunnah and 

Nafil actions of prayer. Nevertheless, they are found in almost 

all the major manuscripts of the Hanafi texts.   

For the purpose of convenience of the laymen, all the rulings 

are gathered in this book and all are arranged in accordance to 

the posture of prayer and indicated clearly in the contents page 

of this book for easy search.  

I am hopeful that this effort of mine will be appreciated. I 

request all the worshippers and, especially, the Imams of the 

mosques to attain and study this book; and gradually teach the 

followers in the mosques the necessary rulings of this subject. 

Allah-Willing, through this effort, a positive change will 

transpire in the prayers of the people and this will allow them 

to rectify their mistakes. Another request is that if I have 

committed any mistakes in recording any rulings in this book – 

then please do inform me so that I may rectify them. Instead of 

criticism and fault-finding – remember this mendicant in your 

pious supplications.  

Seeker of your supplication 

Khaadimul Ulama  

Mohammad Mujeeb Ashraf Ridawi 

Founder & Rector of Al-Jaamia’ Ridawiyya Darul Uloom 

Amjadiya, Nagpur, India     
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CHAPTER 1 

Six pre-requisites of Salaah 

1. Cleanliness [Tahaarat] 

2. Covering of private parts [Satr e Awrat] 

3. Facing the direction of Qibla [Istiqbaal e Qibla] 

4. Time frame of Salaah [Awqaat] 

5. Intention [Niyyah] 

6. The first Takbir [Takbir e Tahrima] 

If any of the above six pre-requisites of the prayer is missing or 

defective, without any valid lawful reason, then the prayer will 

not begin; irrespective of whether it is intentional or 

unintentional. 

Elaboration of the six pre-requisites of Prayer 

1. Cleanliness [Tahaarat] 

The body, clothes and the place of prayer must be clean from 

major impurity [Hadas akbar], minor impurity [Hadas asghar] 

and any tangible dirt that impedes purity. This is the first 

condition.  

2. Covering of private parts [Satr e Awrat]  

That area of the body which is mandatory to be covered must 

be covered during prayer. This is the second condition. For 

men, this area is from below the navel until and including the 

knees. For women, it is her entire body except for her face, 

palms of the hands and soles of the feet.   
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3. Facing the direction of Qibla [Istiqbaal e Qibla] 

The third condition of prayer is to face the direction of the 

Ka’abah. 

 

4. Time  

The times of prayer which Islam has ordained for prayer is the 

fourth condition. If prayer is performed before the time sets in, 

it will be invalid. 

5. Intention 

Before the act of the first Takbeer to have a firm conviction in 

the heart of performing that particular prayer is the fifth 

condition. Intention is actually a firm conviction of the heart 

but it is preferable to pronounce it with the tongue. 

6. Takbir e Tahrima 

After the intention, to pronounce those words which indicate 

the glory of Allah; such as Allahu Akbar, Allahu Ajal, Allah 

A’dham, Allah Kabeer, la ilaaha illAllah, TabaarakAllah, 

SubhaanAllah, or Alhamdulillah – pronouncing these words 

will begin the Salaah. However, it is compulsory [Waajib] to 

say Allahu Akbar and to change this into alternative words is 

highly detested [Makrooh Tahreemi]. This is the sixth 

condition of prayer. 
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Seven obligations in Prayer 

1. Takbir e Tahrima 

2. Standing [Qiyaam] 

3. Recitation [Qir’at] 

4. Bowing [Ruku’] 

5. Prostration [Sajdah] 

6. Final sitting posture [Qa’dah Aakhirah] 

7. Exiting by words [Khurooj e bisun’ihi]  

If any of the above obligations are missed, intentionally or not, 

and that too without any lawful reason then the prayer will have 

to be repeated. Merely performing the compensatory 

prostrations [Sajdah e Sahw] will not suffice.  

Elaboration on the obligations of Prayer 

1. Takbeer e Tahreema 

We have mentioned this previously in the pre-requisites of 

prayer. 1 

2. Standing [Qiyaam] 

That is, to stand in prayer. The basic form of this is to stand in 

a manner that the hands are unable to reach the knees. The 

correct manner is to stand upright if there is no lawful excuse. 

It is obligatory to stand upright in Fardh, Witr, in the two units 

                                                           
1 It is worthy to note that this aspect of Salaah is both a pre-requisite 

and an obligation of prayer. Without this, the prayer cannot start nor 

can it survive its validity.   
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of Sunnah of Fajr, and in Jumuah and Eid prayers. In Nafil 

prayer one may sit and perform.2   

3. Recitation [Qir’at] 

In the first two units of the Fardh prayers and all the units of 

the Witr, Sunnah and Nafil prayers – it is obligatory for the 

Imam and the one who performs prayer alone [Munfarid] to 

recite at least a small verse from the Qur’an.  

Ruling: It is not permissible for the followers [Muqtadee] of 

the Imam to recite anything in the congregation – not even 

Surah Al-Fatiha or any other Surah.  

4. Bowing [Ruku’] 

It is obligatory to bow to at least such an extent that the hands 

reach the knees. The complete Ruku’ is to bow in such a way 

that the back becomes horizontally parallel to the ground – 

while the palms grasp the kneecaps.  

5. Prostration [Sajdah] 

The prostration is to place one’s forehead onto the ground. It is 

part of the condition of the Sajdah for the plantar part of at least 

one toe to touch the ground. Therefore in the state of 

prostration, if both feet are aloof from the ground then the 

prostration is invalid. It is not sufficient to place the anterior 

                                                           
2 This obligation of standing becomes excused if an individual is 

unable to perform prostration due to his health or medical reasons. 

The inability to perform sajdah enables a person to sit and perform 

all his prayers – be it obligatory or voluntary [Qaanoon e Shari’ah]  
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part of the toe [the point of the toe] onto the ground. In every 

unit, two prostrations are obligatory.  

6. Final sitting [Qa’dah e aakhirah] 

After completion of all the units, to sit for the duration of 

reciting the complete Tashahud from ‘Attahiyyaat’ to ‘Abduhu 

wa Rasooluhu’. 

7. Exiting by words [Khurooj e bisuni’hi] 

After the final sitting, one needs to do an action that is contrary 

to Salaah – and such an action if it was performed during the 

Salaah it would have caused it to become invalid. However, 

one should bear in mind that to say or do anything else besides 

pronouncing ‘as-salaamu ‘alaykum wa rahmatullah’ will 

render the Salaah valid but defective because it is compulsory 

[Waajib] to recite the word ‘As-Salaam’ at the end of Salaah.  
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The compulsory actions [Waajibaat] in Salaah 

The following aspects are Waajib to perform in prayer. If one 

forgetfully misses them then the compensatory prostrations 

[Sajdah Sahw] is compulsory but if these are missed 

intentionally then these compensatory prostrations will not 

suffice. One needs to repeat the prayer.  

1. To recite the words ‘Allahu Akbar’ in Takbeer e 

Tahreema  

2. To recite Surah Al-Fatiha in such a way that not a 

single word is omitted 

3. To recite, after Surah Al-Fatiha, at least three short 

verses or one long verse that is equivalent to three short 

verses of the Qur’an 

4. To join a Surah after Surah Al-Fatiha in the first two 

units of a Fardh prayer 

5. To join a Surah in every unit after Surah Al-Fatiha in 

Witr, Sunnah and Nafil prayers 

6. To recite Surah Al-Fatiha first and then another Surah 

7. To recite Surah Al-Fatiha only once before another 

Surah 

8. To avoid a delay between Surah Al-Fatiha and another 

Surah. Except for reciting Aameen at the end of Surah 

Al-Fatiha and Bismillah at the beginning of another 

Surah; one should not recite anything else. One should 

also not remain silent. 

9. To bow [Ruku’] immediately after completing the 

recitation [Qir’at] of the Qur’an 

10. To stand upright after bowing [Qauma] as long as it 

takes to recite SubHaanAllah once, atleast. 

11. There must only be one Ruku’ in each unit. 
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12. There must only be two prostrations. No more than two 

nor less than two.  

13. To sit upright in between the two prostrations [Jalsa] 

14. To perform the second prostration after the first 

prostration spontaneously so that the gap between them 

is not lengthy.  

15. To have the inferior portion [the soft fleshy area] of the 

three toes of each foot pressed on the ground during 

prostration. 

16. To perform every act calmly [Ta’deel e arkaan]. The 

Ruku’, Sajdah, Qauma, Jalsa should be done 

completely and at least for a duration that it takes to 

recite SubHaanAllah once.  

17. Not to sit for Qa’dah before the second unit.  

18. To perform the first sitting posture [Qa’da e Ulaa] 

even in the Nafil prayer. 

19. To recite the entire Attahiyaat [Tashhahud] in the first 

[Qa’da ulaa] and the final sitting [Qa’da aakhira] 

postures.  

20. Not to recite anything after reciting Attahiyaat in the 

first sitting of Fardh, Witr and Sunnat e Muakkidah 

prayers and also not to be silent and immersed in 

thought [that is, one should stand up immediately for 

the third unit after the Tashahud]. 

21. In a 4-unit prayer, one should not sit for Qa’dah in the 

third unit; instead one should stand up for the fourth 

unit.     

22. To recite the recitation loudly in the Jahri Salaah3 for 

the Imam. 

                                                           
3 Jahri means to recite the Qur’an loudly. This is for Fajr, Maghrib, 

Esha, Jumu’ah, and Eid prayers.  
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23. To recite the recitation quietly in the Sirri Salaah4 for 

both the Imam and the Munfarid – the one who 

performs the Salaah alone. 

24. To recite Allahu Akbar [Takbeer] for the Qunoot in 

Witr. 

25. To recite Qunoot supplication in Witr.5 

26. To recite six extra Takbeer in the Eid prayers 

27. To recite Allahu Akbar when proceeding for Ruku’ in 

the second unit of Eid prayers.  

28. To perform recitational prostration [Sajdah e 

Tilaawah] when one recites the verse of prostration in 

Salaah. 

29. To perform Sajdah e Sahw when Sajdah e Sahw is 

required 

30. To perform every Fardh and Waajib act in order of its 

performance and not to do anything contrary to its 

sequence.  

31. Not to delay more than it takes to recite SubHaanAllah 

thrice6 in between two Fardh acts, or between two 

Waajib acts, or between a Fardh and a Waajib acts in 

the prayer.  

32. To remain quiet behind the Imam in both Jahri and 

Sirri prayers.  

33. Except in Qir’at, one must follow the Imam in every 

Waajib acts. 

                                                           
4 Sirri means to recite the Qur’an quietly in such a way that only 

oneself is able to hear the recitation. This is for Zuhr and Asr prayers.  
5 Any supplication that denotes the glory and praise of Allah may be 

recited. To recite the specific Qunoot supplication is a Sunnah. 
6 The duration of reciting three Tasbeeh is called a pillar or Rukn. 
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34. To say the word ‘As-Salaam’ in both greetings at the 

end of Salaah. It is not Waajib to say ‘alaykum’ 
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The Sunnah elements in Salaah 

The following is Sunnah to do in Salaah and this is meritorious. 

Missing it is disliked and a cause of loss. One should never 

leave any Sunnah because doing so will decrease the reward of 

the Salaah and cause the Salaah to become defective. 

However, leaving a Sunnah does not warrant the compensatory 

prostrations [Sajdah e Sahw] but to make it a habit of leaving 

the Sunnah will lead to evil repercussions. 

1. To raise both hands for Takbeer e Tahreema 

2. To raise them until the ears before pronouncing the 

Takbeer for men 

3. To raise the hands for Takbeer e Tahreema until the 

shoulders for women 

4. To keep the palms and the inner side of the fingers 

facing towards the direction of Qibla – during Takbeer 

e Tahreema 

5. To keep the fingers at its natural state during Takbeer 

e Tahreema. One should not widen them open nor 

tightly squash them together.  

6. Not to bend the head during Takbeer e Tahreema. One 

should keep the head straight towards Qibla 

7. In Witr Salaah, the hands should be raised until the ears 

for the Takbeer of Qunoot. The women should lift them 

up until their shoulders.  

8. To raise the hands before pronouncing the Takbeer in 

the extra Takbeer in Eid prayers. 

9. Not to recite any vowels on the ‘R’ of Allahu Akbar; 

that is, one should not recite it as Akbara, or Akbaru or 

Akbari.  
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10. One should start from the ‘A’ of Allah and end at the 

‘R’ of Akbar whilst moving from one posture to 

another posture in Salaah. 

11. The Imam should pronounce Allahu Akbar and 

Sami’Allahu Li Man Hamida loudly.  

12. After Takbeer e Tahreema, the hands should not be left 

hanging on the side. Rather, one should tie them up 

under the navel for men and on the chest for the 

women.    

13. To appoint a Mukabbir [Takbeer caller] during the 

need of transmitting the Takbeer of the Imam to the 

rest of the followers.  

14. During the standing there should be a space of four 

fingers between the two feet.  

15. To incline one’s weight on each of the legs 

intermittently during the time of standing. 

16. For the Imam and the Munfarid – to recite the Thanaa7, 

Ta’awudh8 and Tasmiya9 – all of them silently. The 

muqtadee [follower of the Imam] will only recite the 

Sanaa. 

17. To first recite Thanaa, then Ta’awudh and thereafter 

Tasmiya. Not to leave any gaps in between.  

18. To recite the Thanaa after Takbeer e Tahreema in Eid 

prayers for both Imam and followers; and to recite the 

Ta’awudh and Tasmiya after the extra Takbeers by the 

Imam only. 

                                                           
7 The opening glorification recited before the beginning Surah Al-

Fatiha 
8 Ta’awudh is the refuge supplication recited as means of protection 

by Allah from the cursed devil  
9 Tasmiya is to recite Bismillahir Rahmaanir Raheem 
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19. To say Aameen at the end of Surah Al-Fatiha and to 

say it quietly.  

20. After the first unit, to begin every unit with Bismillah     

21. To say Allahu Akbar when proceeding for Ruku’ 

22. To recite at least thrice Subhaana Rabbiyal A’dheem in 

the posture of Ruku’ 

23. In the posture of Ruku’ the men should grasp their 

knees with their hands and to keep the fingers widely 

spaced 

24. In the posture of Ruku’ the women should simply place 

their hands on the knees and to keep the fingers tightly 

together 

25. To bow in the Ruku’ to such an extent that the back is 

parallel to the ground – for men 

26. To bow in the Ruku’ only until the hands reach the 

knees – for women 

27. For men – the head should be in line with the back 

during Ruku’. The head should not be raised nor bent 

more than the back. 

28. The women should keep their heads above the line of 

their backs during Ruku’. 

29. For men – the legs should be upright during Ruku’. It 

should not be curved.  

30. For women – the legs should be curved and not 

straightened like the men. 

31. For the Imam to say Sami’Allahu Li Man Hamidah 

when arising from Ruku’ and to pronounce this loudly 

32. For the followers to say Rabbana Lakal Hamd or 

Rabbana Wa Lakal Hamd when arising from Ruku’. 

33. For the Munfarid they should say both Sami’Allahu Li 

Man Hamidah and Rabbana Lakal Hamd 
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34. The ‘h’ at the end of Sami’Allahu Liman Hamidah 

should be pronounced without any vowels; that is, with 

a saakin. The ‘da’ at the end should not be stretched 

during pronunciation otherwise it will seem that it is 

not ‘da’ but ‘duaa’ 

35. To raise oneself from Ruku’ from the ‘S’ of 

Sami’Allahu Li Man Hamidah and to be standing 

straight when one reaches ‘h’ at the end.  

36. When rising from Ruku’ one should not fold the hands 

but to leave them hanging 

37. To say Allahu Akbar when proceeding for and from 

Sajdah 

38. To proceed for Sajdah in this way that after standing 

upright from Ruku’ the knees should first touch the 

ground then the hands then the nose and finally the 

forehead. This is when there is no impediment.  

39. When rising up after the two prostrations, the forehead 

should be lifted up first; then the nose then the hands 

and then the knees.    

40. To say at least thrice SubHaana Rabbiyal A’laa in 

Sajdah 

41. In Sajdah, the inferior part [fleshy soft part] of all the 

ten toes should be pressed on the ground and they 

should be facing the Qibla – if there is no impediment.  

42. In Sajdah, all the fingers of each hand should be placed 

closely together facing the Qibla 

43. In Sajdah, the men should avoid his shoulders from 

touching the curvature of the forearm and the stomach 

should not touch the thighs. 

44. For women, they should prostrate by being closing all 

the limbs; that is, the shoulders should touch the 
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forearms, the stomach should touch the thighs, the 

thighs should touch the legs, and the legs should be 

pressed upon the ground.  

45. In Sajdah, the men should not spread their forearms 

and ankles – rather they should keep their hands on the 

ground and their forearms should be lifted.  

46. In Sajdah, the women should spread their forearms and 

ankles upon the ground. 

47. In between the prostrations, the men should sit in such 

a way that his left leg is bent and one sits on it; 

meanwhile the right leg is perpendicular to the ground 

[like in the prostration] and the toes are bent facing the 

Qibla – if there is no excuse to do so otherwise.10  

48. A woman should spread both her legs towards the right 

and sit upon the ground with her left buttock. She 

should sit in this manner in both sittings.11 

49. After both prostrations, one should keep the palms of 

the hands on the knees while standing up.  

50. When standing up for the third unit – one should keep 

the palms of the hands on the knees; and not to keep 

them on the ground.  

51. For men and women to sit in the Qa’ada in the same 

manner as they sat in between the two prostrations.  

52. In the sitting posture [Qa’ada] the right hand should be 

on the right thigh and the left hand should be on the left 

thigh. The fingertips should be kept near the knee curve 

and they should be in their natural position – neither 

widened nor constricted together.  

                                                           
10 This posture is called Tawarruk 
11 This posture is called Iftiraash 
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53. To recite Durood and a supplication Dua after the 

Attahiyyaat in the first sitting of a four unit Sunnat e 

Ghayr Muakkida and Nafil prayers.12  

54. To recite the supplication in Arabic language. 

55. In Attahiyyat, one should raise the index finger when 

reciting ‘Laa ilaaha illAllah’. The methodology for 

this is to close the little and ring finger of the right 

hand. Then join the middle finger with the thumb to 

form a circle. Thereafter raise the index finger when 

reciting ‘Laa’ and drop the finger when reciting 

‘illAllah’. Thereafter, the hand should be opened up 

again to return to the same form as before, instead of 

leaving it closed.  

56. At the completion of Salaah – to recite salaam: 

‘Assalaamu ‘alaykum waRahmatullah’.  

57. To recite the salaam twice – one on the right side then 

on the left side.  

58. The Imam should say both Salaam with a loud voice.  

59. To turn the face during Salaam to the extent that the 

cheek of the face is seen by others at the rear.  

 

Please note: It is Sunnah for the Imam to turn aside to the right 

or left after completing both Salaam. He may also turn around 

and face the people as long as there is nobody performing the 

prayer directly behind him. To sit sideways towards the right is 

more desirable.  

 

Ruling: In Zuhr, Maghrib and Esha – the Imam should only 

recite a very brief supplication after the prayer because there 

                                                           
12 At the end of the second unit before standing for the third unit.  
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are Sunnah prayers to be performed thereafter. Do not recite a 

lengthy supplication because to delay the Sunnah is disliked 

[Makrooh]. Lengthy litanies are to be avoided, however after 

Fajr and Asr – there is permission to recite lengthy Zikr, litanies 

and supplication. The Imam should keep in mind that he should 

not lengthen the supplication which will cause the Muqtadi 

[follower] to be annoyed resulting in him standing up and 

leaving. 
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The desirable things in Salaah 

The desirable actions [Mustahab/Mustahibaat] are those 

preferable things that if one does it then there is reward for it 

otherwise there is no sin. One should, as much as possible, to 

act on the desirable actions so that the reward and the beauty of 

the Salaah may be increased.  

1. To recite the Niyyah [intention] in Arabic language 

2. If the hand of the men is hidden inside the shawl then 

to expose them during the Takbeer Tahreema. The 

females should keep their hands hidden. 

3. To recite on the open ground without placing any sort 

of prayer rug or material in between yourself and the 

ground – if the open ground area is clean. 

4. To look at the place of prostration during the standing 

posture [Qiyaam] 

5. To recite Bismillah in the beginning of any Surah after 

Surah al-Faatiha 

6. The Muqtadi should begin his Salaah with the Imam 

and not to delay it.  

7. To look at the feet during Ruku’. 

8. To look towards the nose during the prostration.  

9. To look towards the lap during the sitting posture. 

10. To look at the right shoulder in the first Salaam and the 

left shoulder in the second Salaam. 

11. When an urge to yawn arises – one should keep his or 

her mouth closed as much as possible. If not, one 

should press the lips towards the teeth. And if this also 

does not stop the mouth from opening during the yawn 

– one should place the rear side of the right hand over 
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the mouth during the standing posture. Other than the 

standing posture, one should use the left hand to do so.  

12. As much as possible to stop the cough if it arises. 

13. When the Mukabbir [the one who pronounces the 

Iqaamah] says ‘Hayya alal Falaah’ then only the 

Imam and the followers should stand up for the 

congregational prayer. 

14. For the Imam to start the Salaah when the Mukabbir 

says ‘Qadqaamatis Salaah’ but it is preferable to wait 

until the Iqaamah is completed.  

A tried and tested way to stop yawning 

The way is to think of the Prophets [peace and blessings of 

Allah be upon them] that they would never yawn. At the 

onsetof this thought, In Sha Allah, yawning will stop.  

Whatever stated above of the conditions, obligations, Sunnah 

and the desirable actions of Salaah are all taken from authentic 

manuals such as Durr e Mukhtaar, Raddul Muhtaar, 

Alamghiri, Fataawa Ridawiyya, Bahaar e Shariah. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The reality of Sajdah as-Sahw [Compensatory prostration] 

The literal definition of sahw is ‘to forget’. In Salaah, those 

elements which are Waajib to perform – if one leaves them 

forgetfully then the Salaah becomes defective. For example, in 

the first two units of Fardh Salaah and in all units of Witr, 

Sunnah and Nafil Salaah – it is compulsory [waajib] to recite 

Surah al-Fatiha once. Forgetfully, if one leaves this or recites 

it twice then this causes an irregularity in Salaah and the Salaah 

becomes defective. In order to eradicate this defectiveness, the 

sacred law of Shari’ah has placed the injunction of Sajdah As-

Sahw [compensatory prostration due to forgetfulness]. If one 

performs these prostrations then the Salaah becomes regular 

and there is no need to repeat the Salaah thereafter.  

However, if one does not perform these prostrations then the 

Salaah will have to be repeated – because these prostrations 

were compulsory [waajib]. Yes, if the time and place for these 

prostrations lapse then the compensatory prostrations will be 

cancelled. For example, if there was forgetfulness in Fajr 

Salaah – and the person merely performed his first Salaam that 

the sunrise took place. In this instance, there is no need to 

perform the compensatory prostrations for they have become 

annulled. Similarly, in the Jumuah and Eid prayers the 

compensatory prostrations are annulled due to the intense 

crowd. Hence, the Salaah will be completed if the Imam did 

not perform these prostrations in the above case.  
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Please note: If any obligatory [Fardh] action like Ruku’ or 

Sajdah is missed; whether knowingly or forgetfully, or if any 

necessary/compulsory [waajib] action is missed knowingly 

[without forgetfulness or due to ignorance of the rulings] then 

the Sajdah as-Sahw will not suffice. The Salaah will have to be 

repeated.         

The causes of Sajda As-Sahw 

1. To forgetfully miss any Waajib element in prayer. For 

example, to forget to recite Surah al-Fatiha in the first 

two units of a Fardh Salaah or to forget to join another 

Surah with it.  

2. To place any Waajib in another sequence. For 

example, to recite Surah al-Fatiha after reciting 

another Surah. 

3. To delay the performance of any Waajib for the 

duration it takes to recite SubhaanAllah thrice. 

4. To repeat any Waajib. For example, to recite Surah al-

Fatiha twice  

5. To change the nature of any Waajib. For example, the 

Imam recites the Qur’an quietly in Jahri Salaah and 

loudly in Sirri Salaah.    

6. To change the sequence of any Fardh act of the 

Salaah. For example, to perform Sajdah first then to 

perform Ruku’. 

7. To repeat the elements of any Fardh more than that 

which is necessary. For example, to perform Ruku’ 

twice or to perform prostrations in each unit more than 

twice.  
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In all these cases – it is necessary to perform Sajdah as-Sahw.  

Three methods of performing Sajda As-Sahw 

In the Hanafi jurisprudence there are three ways to perform the 

compensatory prostrations.  

Method 1 

Recite Tashahud only in the final sitting then perform 

Salaam on the right side only. Thereafter, perform two 

prostrations and recite Subhaana Rabbiyal A’laa as 

usual. Then return from prostrations and sit. Recite 

Tashahud again, and then Durood and Dua. Finally, 

perform Salaam in both directions as usual.  

Method 2 

Recite Tashahud, Durood and Dua in the final sitting 

then perform Salaam on the right side only. Thereafter, 

perform two prostrations and recite Subhaana 

Rabbiyal A’laa as usual. Then come back from 

prostrations and sit. Recite only Tashahud again. 

Finally, perform Salaam in both directions as usual.  

Method 3 

Recite Tashahud, Durood and Dua in the final sitting 

then perform Salaam on the right side only. Thereafter, 

perform two prostrations and recite Subhaana 

Rabbiyal A’laa as usual. Then come back from 

prostrations and sit. Recite Tashahud, Durood and Dua 

again. Finally, perform Salaam in both directions as 

usual.  
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Please note: Sadrush Shari’ah Mawlana Amjad Ali Azmi – the 

author of Bahaar e Shariah – has indicated that all the three 

methods are valid and none of them are Makrooh. All three 

methods are in accordance with the Hanafi jurisprudence. 

Ruling 1: It is preferable and more cautious to recite 

Attahiyyaat and Durood in both sittings – that is, before and 

after the prostrations [referring to Method 3].  

Ruling 2: If the single Salaam was not performed after the 

recitation of the first Tashahud – and the person goes into 

prostration immediately; this is permissible but it is disliked 

[Makrooh Tanzihi].  

Ruling 3: If a person performs Salaam on both sides, 

forgetfully, and then he remembers that he has to perform 

Sajdah as-Sahw – so he must immediately perform the two 

prostrations and thereafter recite Tashahud, and so forth; and 

perform Salaam on both sides again. The Salaah will be 

complete. This is only in the case where the person has not done 

something which is against the rules of Salaah – such as 

talking, eating or changing to another place – after the first 

mistaken Salaam. If a person knowingly performed Salaam on 

both sides and he knew he had to perform the two 

compensatory prostrations – in this case he will have to repeat 

his Salaah. 

Ruling 4: If a person does not turn his face towards the right 

for the single Salaam before the prostrations – and he simply 

kept his face straight and recited the words of Salaam and 

performed his two prostrations; in this case the Salaah is 

complete and there is no need to repeat the Salaah. Imam 
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Fakhrul Islam Ali al-Bazdawi al-Hanafi (d. 482) has preferred 

this way.  

Hadith on Sajdah as-Sahw 

1. Ziyaad bin Haqah narrated: Al Mughirah bin Shu’bah led 

us in Salaah. When he prayed two units he stood without 

sitting. Those who were behind him said ‘SubhaanAllah’ 

and he indicated to them that they should also stand. He 

said the Salaam when he had finished his Salaah and he 

performed two prostrations of As-Sahw, and said the 

Taslim. He said that the Messenger of Allah {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} did the 

same.13  

 

2. It is narrated from Abdullah ibn Mas’ood [may Allah be 

pleased with him] that the Messenger of Allah {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} 

performed five units of Zuhr prayer – so in the end after the 

Salaam, he performed two prostrations.14 

 

3. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn [may Allah be pleased with 

him] narrates: The Prophet {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} performed his 

compensatory prostrations after the Salaam.15 This Hadith 

is also narrated by Ummul Mu’mineen Sayyida Ayesha 

[may Allah be pleased with her], Abu Hurairah, 

Mughayrah ibn Shu’bah and Sa’ad ibn Abi Waqqaas [may 

Allah be pleased with all of them].  

 

                                                           
13 Jaami’ Tirmidhi, Kitaab As Salaah, Hadith no. 365 
14 Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitaab As Salaah, Hadith no. 404 
15 Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitaab Akbaaarul Aahaad , Hadith 7249 
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4. Narrated by Thawbaan [may Allah be pleased with him] 

that the Messenger of Allah {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} said that there are two 

prostrations for sahw after the Salaam.16 

 

5. Narrated by Abdullah ibn Mas’ood [may Allah be pleased 

with him] that the Prophet of Allah {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} said: ‘If anyone has 

any doubt in one’s Salaah whether he has performed three 

units or four; then he should contemplate with his heart [if 

he thinks he has performed three units then he should 

perform the extra unit; and if he assumes that he has 

performed four units then he should sit down for the 

qa’dah] and perform two prostrations after the Salaam’.17 

 

6. Narrated by Umar ibn Khattaab [may Allah be pleased with 

him] that the Messenger of Allah {ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص} said: ‘Whoever is a 

Muqtadi behind the Imam – for him his sahw is not 

applicable. If the Imam forgot something then he and the 

followers should compensate it with the prostrations’18 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 Sunan Abu Dawood, Kitaab As-Salaah, Hadith 1038 
17 Sahih Al-Bukhari, Kitaab Al-Iymaan wan Nudhoor, Hadith 6671 
18 Sunan Al-Bayhaqi, Kitaab As-Salaah 
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CHAPTER 3 

The beginning of Prayer 

Qiyaam: This is to stand in Salaah in the Fardh, Jumuah, Witr, 

the two Eids and the Sunan of the Fajr. It is obligatory to stand 

in the aforementioned prayers. If one sits – without a valid 

reason – and begins his prayer in this manner then the prayer 

will be invalid. One needs to stand and re-perform the Salaah.  

Ruling 1: If a person is able to stand with a support of a stick 

or a servant or by leaning against the wall – then it is obligatory 

that he stands and performs the prayer [in this manner]. It is not 

permissible to sit and perform.  

Ruling 2: If a person finds a minute difficulty in standing then 

this is not a valid excuse. The standing will only become 

dissolved [of being an obligation] and the prayer may be 

performed by sitting in the following instances: 

 If the person is unable to stand at all.  

 He is able to stand but he is not able to perform the 

Sajdah.  

 There is a wound which begins to bleed if one stands 

or performs the Sajdah.  

 If there is a problem of urinary incontinence and the 

standing causes the droplets to discharge.  

 If there is a lung disease that makes it extremely 

difficult to recite the Qir’at in the standing position. 

 If there is an illness that will only increase or delay its 

healing if one stands.  
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 If there is intense pain if one stands.  

In these cases it is permissible for the person to sit and perform 

the Salaah because the excuses are valid. 

Ruling 3: If the person has enough strength to recite the 

Takbeer Tahreema - Allahu Akbar in the standing position; 

then it is Fardh to stand and thereafter one may sit down and 

perform the Salaah.  

Caution A – Sadrush Shari’ah Shaykh Amjad Ali [may Allah 

have mercy on him] writes in his Bahaar e Shariah that it is 

commonly observed nowadays that people perform Salaah in 

the sitting position due to a slight difficulty or simply due to a 

fever. However, the same people spend quarter or half an hour 

standing and talking of other matters [outside the mosque]. 

They should bear this ruling in mind and re-perform all their 

prayers which they have performed in a seated position – even 

though they had the strength to stand. This is obligatory. May 

Allah give the ability!  

Caution B – It is also observed that some people perform their 

prayers in a moving train, bus or another land vehicle. It is not 

permissible to perform the Fardh, Waajibaat and the Sunan of 

Fajr in a moving land vehicle. The reason for this is that the 

place of prayer must be stationary – and this is a pre-requisite. 

Therefore, it is evident that the prayer will not be valid if the 

prerequisite of the prayer is not in conformation. The second 

prerequisite of the prayer that is not conformed in a moving 

vehicle is the act of standing. And the third element is the 

direction of Qibla – this is also not conformed with.  
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However, the Nawaafil prayers, may be performed in a moving 

land vehicle and that too in the state of being a traveller. Yes, 

those vehicles which are not land based – such as the ships and 

aeroplanes – then in whatever way possible perform the Salaah 

in them if there is a chance that the Salaah will be missed if not 

performed. As for the land vehicles such as the train, bus or car 

– one should perform their Salaah when the vehicle is 

stationary or one should come out of the vehicle on the train 

station or on the road and then perform the Fardh and Waajib 

Salaah. Many are unaware of this matter.      

The method of Qiyaam 

When a servant of Allah completes all the prerequisites and 

presents himself in the court of Allah to submit with sincerity 

and humility – he should stand in a way that his toes are facing 

the Qibla and there is a space of four fingers of width between 

the two feet. Imam Ahmad Raza –may Allah have mercy on 

him – states that this is the way of respect and this is the Sunnah 

and this is the way that has been narrated to us from Imam Abu 

Hanifa – may Allah be pleased with him. The sight should be 

focused on the place of prostration. The face should face the 

direction of Qibla. One should stand with dignity and respect. 

Allah says, ‘Stand towards him with respect’. Thereafter, 

perform the Niyyah.  

Niyyah 

It is a condition of Salaah to have a niyyah. Without this the 

prayer will be invalid. The niyyah is actually a firm intention 

within the heart. Therefore, whatever prayer one has to perform 

intend it firmly within the heart – so that if somebody has to 

ask you about which prayer it is that you are performing; then 
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you are able to instantaneously reply that I am performing so 

and so Salaah. If one delays in the reply due to thinking about 

it – then that intention is not sufficient.  

Ruling 4: It is necessary to intend the specific prayer and its 

day for the Fardh Salaah. For example, for the Zuhr prayer one 

should intend that I am performing today’s Fardh of Zuhr. And 

for a Muqtadi – he must include the following of the Imam in 

his intention. So he should say I am performing today’s Fardh 

of Zuhr behind the Imam.  

Ruling 5: It is not necessary to intend the amount of units but 

it is preferable. For example, he should intend I am performing 

today’s 4 units of Fardh of Zuhr. If one does not intend the 

amount of units then it is also valid but it is preferable to intend 

about them.  

Ruling 6: It is not necessary to mention the intention with the 

mouth but it is preferable. It is Mustahab according to the 

scholars. If one begins the prayer without the intention and 

thereafter he remembers that he had not done so – in this case 

he should make the intention and restart the Salaah. Otherwise 

his Salaah will not be valid.  

Takbir e Tahrima 

Ruling 7: It is a Fardh for a person to perform Takbir e 

Tahrima. Without it the Salaah will not begin. It is Waajib to 

say Allahu Akbar. Other than this if any alternative words are 

used such as Allahu Kabeer, Ar-Rahmaanu Akbar, 

SubhaanAllah, AlHamdulillah, TabaarakAllah, Allah or 

Allahumma – then the Salaah will begin but to do so is 

Makrooh Tahreemi. But the compensatory prostration will not 
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become necessary in this instance because this Makrooh is out 

of Salaah.  

Ruling 8: In whichever Salaah the standing is Fardh; the 

Takbir Tahrima is also Fardh in the standing position. If a 

person says Allahu Akbar in a seated position and thereafter 

stands up his Salaah did not even begin. 

Ruling 9: The Qiyaam in Nafl prayers is not Fardh hence it is 

permissible to sit and pronounce the Takbir Tahrima.  

An ill person must also stand for Takbir Tahrima 

Ruling 10: An ill person is unable to perform his prayer in the 

standing posture but he is able to stand for Takbir Tahrima – 

then it is important for him to stand and pronounce the Takbir 

and thereafter sit and complete the prayer. In the absence of 

intense difficulty, it is not permissible to leave the standing 

posture. If it is left, then the prayer will not be valid.  

Pronouncing the Takbir before the Imam 

Ruling 11: If the Muqtadi pronounces his Takbir Tahreema 

before the Imam; or if the Imam had yet not completed the 

pronouncement of ‘Allahu’ and before that the Muqtadi 

completes the words ‘Allahu’ – in both instances the Salaah of 

the Muqtadi did not begin. The Muqtadi should repeat Takbir 

Tahrima and join the Imam.  

Hastening in catching up with the Imam 

Ruling 12: It so happens that a person enters the mosque at a 

time when the Imam is in the Ruku’ position. So the person 

hesitantly – in order to gain that unit – pronounces Allahu 
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Akbar in such a way that he goes into Ruku’ at the end of this 

pronouncement – then one should know that this does not grant 

him entry into the Salaah behind the Imam. This is because the 

standing is Fardh for the entire duration of Takbir Tahrima. 

Afterwards, one may proceed for Ruku’ with the second Takbir. 

If one does not do so, as in the above case, the Salaah will not 

be valid.  

Stretching the syllables of the Takbir 

Ruling 13: Some people are very weary when it comes to the 

actual pronouncement of the Takbir. They say Aaallahu Akbar 

instead of Allahu Akbar. They lengthen the first syllable of ‘A’ 

into ‘AA’. Others insert an extra ‘A’ between the ‘B’ and ‘R’ 

so they say Allahu Akbaar. To do this is incorrect and the 

Salaah will not be valid or begin in the first place. If one does 

this intentionally knowing the meaning of the extra syllable 

words then this will cause the person to leave the folds of 

Islam.19  

Rafa’ Yadayn – Raising the hands 

Before pronouncing Allahu Akbar of the Takbir e Tahrima – 

one should raise both his hands in a way that the thumbs of both 

hands slightly touch the ear lobes. Keep the fingers in their 

natural state – do not tighten them nor widen them. The palms 

should be facing the direction of the Qibla. Thereafter make the 

intention and pronounce the Takbir. At the beginning of the 

                                                           
19 The first word with an increased syllable in the beginning – 

‘Aaalaahu Akbar’ means ‘Where is Allah?’ and the second word with 

an increased syllable in Akbaar – means ‘Allah is sinful’. [May Allah 

save us from such obscenities!  
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Takbir at ‘A’ of Allahu - start lowering the hands and tie them 

just below the navel by the time one completes the 

pronouncement at ‘bar’ of Allahu Akbar. To do so otherwise – 

either pronouncing the Takbir and then lowering the hands; or 

pronouncing the Takbir after tying the hands – is against the 

Sunnah.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Laws of Sajda As-Sahw 

Note – If one forgets more than one or more Waajib elements 

in the prayer then the two compensatory prostrations are 

sufficient for all of them. It is not necessary to do more for 

every Waajib. 

Ruling 1: Just as it is Waajib to perform the Sajdah Sahw if 

any Waajib elements are forgetfully missed in the Fardh 

Salaah – so is the same case in the Nafil salaah. That is, it is 

Waajib to perform the Sajdah Sahw.  

Forgetfulness in Takbir Tahrima 

Doubt about the Takbir after pronouncing the Takbir 

Ruling 2: If someone begins the prayer and thereafter begins 

to doubt whether he has pronounced the Takbir e Tahreema – 

Allahu Akbar or not; he then remembers that he has indeed 

pronounced it but this thinking takes the duration of more than 

three times it takes to recite SubhaanAllah 20– then it is 

necessary for him to perform Sajdah Sahw, otherwise not. 

 

                                                           
20 The time that takes to recite SubhaanAllah thrice is approximately 

5 to 8 seconds. Therefore one needs to understand that this duration 

is quite brief; any delay more than this will necessitate compensatory 

prostrations.  
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Doubt about Takbir during the Qir’at 

Ruling 3: If someone begins the prayer, completes the 

recitation of the Qir’at and thereafter begins to doubt whether 

he has pronounced the Takbir e Tahreema. So he pronounces 

the Takbir again and repeats the Qir’at. Then he remembers 

that he had indeed pronounced the Takbir in the first instance. 

In this scenario it is necessary for the person to perform Sajdah 

Sahw. 

Leaving the hands aside after Takbir 

Ruling 4: If a person does not fold his hands below the navel 

after the pronouncement of Takbir e Tahreema and he lets his 

hands on the side forgetfully. Thereafter he remembers, so he 

folds them. In this case Sajdah Sahw is not necessary.21 

Ruling 5: If a person forgets to raise his hands up to his ears 

during Takbir e Tahreema and he simply folds them – there is 

no Sajdah Sahw for him. 

Forgetfulness in Thanaa, Ta’awudh and Tasmiya 

Ruling 6: It is Sunnah to recite Thanaa, Ta’awudh and 

Tasmiya after having pronounced Takbeer Tahrima and folded 

the hands. This is for both Imam and the individual person. If 

the person is a Muqtadi [performing behind the Imam] then he 

should only recite Thanaa and remain silent.  

                                                           
21 To fold the hands in Salaah is not necessary or obligatory. It is a 

Sunnah. Hence missing a Sunnah does not necessitate Sajdah Sahw.  
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Ruling 7: If one leaves the Thanaa, Ta’awudh or Tasmiya; or 

if he forgets to read all of them – there is no harm in the Salaah. 

Yes, to leave them out intentionally is Makrooh [tanzihi] 

Ruling 8: It is Sunnah to recite the Thanaa, Ta’awudh and 

Tasmiya in sequence. First recite the Thanaa, then the 

Ta’awudh and then the Tasmiya. If somebody recited them 

without the sequence then there is no Sajdah Sahw for this but 

to recite it in this manner is abhorred. 

Note – Alahazrat Imam Ahmad Rida [may Allah have mercy 

on him] has stated in his magnum opus, Fataawa Ridawiyya, 

that it is Mustahab [preferable] and Mustahsan [desirable] to 

recite Bismallah before Surah Al-Fatiha and before adjoining 

another Surah. This is equally relevant for both loud and silent 

prayers. All the Imams consider this action to be good and there 

is no disagreement about it. The disagreement is in the category 

of this act; whether it is Sunnah or Mustahab to recite it before 

another Surah like Surah Fatiha. According to Imam 

Muhammad [may Allah have mercy on him], it is Sunnah in 

silent prayers and this is substantiated in Muheet, Mudhmiraat, 

Inaaya and Mustasfa22. However, the school of Imam Abu 

Hanifa [may Allah be pleased with him] has only refuted this 

to be a Sunnah and the verdict is on this view. In the primary 

texts of jurisprudence, whenever there is a phrase of ‘la ya’ti 

wa laa yasma’ it generally negates a Sunnah. Nevertheless, all 

the Imams are in agreement of its goodness.  

 

                                                           
22 These are the names of the major and well-known classical works 

of the Hanafi jurisprudence. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Forgetfulness in Qir’at 

In the Salaah the Qir’ah is compulsory and consists of two 

parts. The first part is the compulsion of reciting every word 

and letter of Surah Fatiha. The second part is to recite a Surah 

along with it; of such length that it is equivalent to three concise 

verses. The jurists have maintained the following three verses 

as their yardstick of being a minimum [that suffices the 

compulsion]: 

 } ثُمَّ نَظَرَ {} ثُمَّ َعَبَس َوَبَسرَ {} ثُمَّ أَْدبَ َر َوٱْسَتْكبَ رَ {23

In these three verses there are a total of 27 letters but if we are 

to include the emphasised letters [mushaddad] then each 

emphasised letter [meem] represents two letters; therefore a 

total of 30 letters are accounted for in these three verses. This 

is mentioned by Allama Shaami. Therefore, if an individual 

recites something from a Surah after Surah Fatiha as much as 

or greater than 27 or 30 letters then the Waajib is fulfilled and 

the prayer is valid.  

Ruling 1: Surah Fatiha and another Surah is to be recited in 

the first two units of the Fardh and every unit of Waajib, 

Sunnah and Nafil prayers. This is Waajib. The recitation of the 

Qur’an itself is Fardh. It is Waajib and Fardh for the Imam and 

the Munfarid to recite the Qir’at. The followers of Imam – 

                                                           
23 Surah Muddathir, Verses 21,22,23 
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Muqtadi – it is not compulsory for them to recite Qir’at because 

the recitation of the Imam is implied for them as well.    

Mistakes in the recitation of Surah Al-Fatiha 

Ruling 2: In the first two units of a Fardh and every unit of a 

Waajib, Nafil, Sunnah and Taraaweeh – if the entire Surah 

Fatiha or part thereof or a single word is left out, forgetfully, 

then it is compulsory to perform the Sajdah Sahw.  

Forgetting to recite Surah Fatiha in the 3rd or 4th unit 

Ruling 3: If a person forgets to recite Surah Al-Fatiha in the 

3rd or 4th unit of a Fardh then there is no Sajdah Sahw on him.  

Reciting Surah Fatiha twice 

Ruling 4: If Surah Al-Fatiha has been recited twice before 

adding another Surah, or if Surah Al-Fatiha has been recited 

again after having read more than the half the first time – in 

these cases Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. 

Ruling 5: If Surah Al-Fatiha is recited then another Surah is 

recited and thereafter Surah Al-Fatiha is recited again – in this 

instance there is no Sajdah Sahw.  

Ruling 6: If Surah Al-Fatiha is recited twice in the 3rd and the 

4th units of the Fardh – there is no Sajdah Sahw.  

Ruling 7: In the Nafil, Sunnat or Witr; in any unit if Surah Al-

Fatiha is recited twice before recitation of another Surah – 

Sajdah Sahw will be compulsory.  
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Reciting a Surah before Surah Fatiha 

Ruling 8: If anyone recites another Surah first and thereafter 

recites Surah al-Fatiha – here Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

Forgetting to recite Surah Fatiha in the beginning 

Ruling 9: If anyone forgets to recite Surah al-Fatiha in the first 

two units of a Fardh or in any unit of Nafil, Sunnah and Waajib; 

and he began to recite another Surah and he recited a small 

verse, thereafter he remembered and recited Surah Fatiha 

immediately and then added another Surah afterwards – for 

such a person there is no Sajdah Sahw.  

If a person remembers after having recited the entire Surah, or 

if he remembered in the position of Ruku or after Ruku – then 

he should recite Surah Fatiha and then add another Surah and 

perform Ruku again and thereafter perform Sajdah Sahw in the 

end.24 If Ruku is not performed again then this Salaah will 

become invalid. It will be obligatory to repeat the Salaah.  

If the person remembers it in the position of Sajdah or after 

Sajdah then he should simply perform Sajdah Sahw in the end. 

There is no need to return back to Qiyaam.  

Pondering after Surah Fatiha 

 Ruling 10: When a person completes Surah Fatiha and 

thereafter keeps thinking as to which Surah he should recite; 

                                                           
24 In the case where a person remembers in Ruku, he should return 

back in the position of Qiyaam to recite Surah Fatiha and another 

Surah. If he remembers after Ruku – then he should be in the position 

of Qiyaam and recite Surah Fatiha and add another Surah and perform 

Ruku again.  
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and the time that takes to think is the same or more than the 

time25 it takes to recite SubhaanAllah thrice – then Sajdah Sahw 

is compulsory.   

Ruling 11: In the case where the Imam completes Surah Fatiha 

and then takes a space to catch his breath and then says Aameen 

and thereafter recites another Surah. If the time lapse from the 

ending of Surah Fatiha to the beginning of another Surah is 

more or less the time it takes for someone to recite 

SubhaanAllah thrice – then there is no harm in this delay 

because all of this proven from the Sunnah. However, if the 

Imam simply keeps silent for no reason in this lapse then 

Sajdah Sahw becomes compulsory. If Sajdah Sahw is not 

performed the Salaah will become invalid.  

Reciting Tashahud before or after Surah Fatiha 

Ruling 12: In the first or second unit of a Fardh prayer, if a 

person recites Tashahhud after reciting Surah Fatiha – then 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. If he recites it before Surah Fatiha 

then there is no Sajdah Sahw.  

Ruling 13: If a person recites Tashahhud in the third or fourth 

unit of the Fardh prayer then there is no Sajdah Sahw. 

Ruling 14: If a person recites Tashahhud after Surah Fatiha in 

any unit of Nafil, Sunnah or Witr – then Sajdah Sahw becomes 

compulsory irrespective if the Tashahhud is recited entirely or 

partially or even just a single phrase. 

 

                                                           
25 The average time in definite measure is 7 seconds.  
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Mistakes in pronouncing Aameen 

Forgetting to say Aameen or declaring it loudly 

Ruling 15: To pronounce Aameen [quietly] after Surah Fatiha 

is Sunnah for the Imam, the Muqtadi [follower] and the 

Munfarid [individual]. If a person forgets to pronounce Aameen 

or pronounces it loudly [as done by the Shaafi’ followers] then 

there is no Sajdah Sahw for this and the prayer is valid.  

Changing the words of Aameen 

Ruling 16: If someone changes the word Aameen into another 

form such as Ammaynu, Ammeenu, Aminu or Ammanu – in this 

instance the Salaah becomes invalid. The person has to repeat 

the Salaah.  

Ruling 17: If someone outside of Salaah is performing Dua 

and a person in Salaah pronounces Aameen to this Dua then 

the Salaah becomes invalid. He must repeat it because Sajdah 

Sahw will not suffice in this instance.  

To unfold the hands after saying Aameen 

Ruling 18: If someone recites Surah Fatiha and thereafter says 

Aameen and then unfolds his hands in order to go into Ruku’ 

but he remembers that he has forgotten to add another Surah – 

so he folds the hands again and recites another Surah. In this 

instance there is no Sajdah Sahw because to hold hands during 

Qiyaam is not Waajib but a Sunnah.  
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Mistakes in addition of another Surah 

Forgot to annex a Surah 

Ruling 19: In the 1st or 2nd unit of the Fardh Salaah and in 

every unit of the Nafil, Sunnah or Witr Salaah; if a person 

forgets to recite another Surah after Surah Fatiha or if he 

recites two small verses or less and proceeds into Ruku – then 

when he remembers in Ruku he should return and recite another 

Surah or recite more than three verses and then perform Ruku 

again and in the end perform Sajdah Sahw. If he does not 

perform the Ruku again the Salaah will become invalid.  

Forgot to annex a Surah but remembered in Sajdah 

Ruling 20: In the above scenario; if the person is performing 

four units of Fardh and he forgets to join another Surah after 

Surah Fatiha in either the 1st or 2nd unit and proceeds for Ruku 

and performs the Sajdah and then only he remembers his 

mistake. In this instance, he will have to compensate for the 

Surah in his last two units, that is, he will join another Surah 

after Surah Fatiha in the 3rd unit. If he has forgotten to recite a 

Surah in both [1st and 2nd] units then he will recite a Surah in 

3rd unit and 4th unit of the Fardh Salaah. This is Waajib. In the 

case of Maghrib Salaah if he forgot to recite another Surah in 

the first two units then he will recite a Surah in his third unit 

meanwhile one unit of his recitation has become nullified. In 

all these instances, he will perform Sajdah Sahw in the end and 

complete the Salaah. If the person does not add another Surah 

in the last units of his Salaah – intentionally, [or because he did 

not know this ruling] his Salaah will become invalid.  
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To recite another Surah instead of the one intended 

Ruling 21: If a person intends to recite a particular Surah after 

Surah Fatiha but recites another Surah – there is no Sajdah 

Sahw in this instance.  

To recite Tashahud or a Surah in the 3rd/4th unit of a Fardh 

Ruling 22: If a person joins another Surah in the 3rd or 4th unit 

of the Fardh Salaah intentionally or unintentionally – then 

there is no Sajdah Sahw, however the Imam should avoid it26.  

Ruling 23: If a person recites the Tashahhud in the 3rd or 4th 

units of the Fardh Salaah then there is no Sajdah Sahw on it.  

Reciting Surah out of sequence 

Ruling 24: To recite the Qur’an out of sequence in Salaah or 

out of Salaah is Makrooh Tahrimi and a sin. There are staunch 

warnings for such an action. It is narrated from Hadrat 

Abdullah ibn Mas’ud [may Allah be pleased with him] that 

people should fear reciting the Qur’an out of sequence 

otherwise Allah will turn their hearts away [may Allah protect 

us]. As for the children – for them to recite out of sequence 

because they are being educated – is permissible as stated by 

our scholars.  

                                                           
26 Imam Ahmad Rida says, “Some jurists have issued the verdict of 

Mustahab in this instance. My view is that it is Mustahab for an 

individual person. As for the Imam it is Makrooh and if this extra 

recitation has to become a burden for the followers then it will 

become Haraam” [Fatawa Ridawiyya, Vol.3] 
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Ruling 25: If a person recites Surah An-Nasr in the 1st unit and 

Surah al-Kaafiroon in the 2nd unit – if this is done 

unintentionally then there is no sin on this individual and there 

is no Sajdah Sahw. However, if this was intentional, then there 

is a sin but no Sajdah Sahw. The reason there is no Sajdah Sahw 

in this case is because the recitation of the Qur’an in sequence 

is Waajib in the subject of Tilaawah [recitation] and not in 

Salaah.  

To stop reciting an out of sequence Surah 

Ruling 26: If a person recites Surah Nasr in the 1st unit and 

unintentionally recited Surah Kaafiroon in the 2nd unit, out of 

sequence. During this recitation he remembers his mistake and 

stops reciting Surah Kaafiroon and he recites Surah Masad, 

which is next in sequence. In this instance, there is no Sajdah 

Sahw however this is Makrooh [tanzihi] because once a Surah 

is recited [unintentionally] it should then be continued to be 

recited. One should not leave it.  

To recite a lengthier Surah in the 2nd unit 

Ruling 27: In both units the recitation of the Quran should be 

similar in length, however in the 2nd unit it should slightly less 

than the 1st unit. To lengthen the recitation in the 2nd unit in such 

a way that it is evident that the length is greater than the 1st unit; 

then this is Makrooh [tanzihi] – but Sajda Sahw will not 

become Waajib.  

Skipping a small Surah in between two Surahs 

Ruling 28: If a Surah is recited in the 1st unit and in the 2nd unit 

another Surah is recited in sequence but by skipping a smaller 
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Surah in between the two – then this is Makrooh [tanzihi]. 

However, if there is a lengthy Surah in between such that if this 

was recited in the 2nd unit then the length of the 2nd unit 

recitation would overcome the 1st unit recitation – then there is 

no harm in this instance. For example, Surah Teen, Surah Alaq 

and Surah Qadr are in sequence. To recite Surah Teen in the 1st 

unit and then to recite Surah Qadr in the 2nd unit by skipping 

Surah Alaq – this is fine because Surah Alaq is lengthier than 

Surah Teen. However in the first case of this ruling: Surah 

Nasr, Surah Masad and Surah Ikhlaas are in sequence. If a 

person recites Surah Nasr in the 1st unit and Surah Ikhlaas in 

the 2nd unit then this is Makrooh because he skipped a small 

Surah [Surah Masad] in between.27 

Ruling 29: If a few verses of a Surah are recited in the 1st unit 

and a few verses of the same Surah are recited from another 

place in the 2nd unit; then there is no harm.  

Ruling 30: If in the same unit a person recites few verses of a 

Surah and skips some parts and recites from another place of 

the same Surah – then this is Makrooh. If he does this 

unintentionally then he should return to the place where 

skipped the recitation and complete the recitation. However, in 

these instances Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory.  

Ruling 31: In the 1st unit a person recites Surah Kaafiroon and 

in the 2nd unit he, unintentionally, recites a Surah that is out of 

sequence from Surah Kaafiroon – such as Surah Feel; or he 

                                                           
27 Yes, the person may skip two or more Surah in between to be 

recited in the 2nd unit. For example, if in the 1st unit Surah Nasr is 

recited then in the 2nd unit one may recite Surah Falaq or Surah Naas 

because now there is a considerable gap in between.  
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skips a single small Surah in between and recites Surah Masad 

– now he remembers his mistake, in this instance he must 

complete what he had started, even if it be a single word that 

was recited. It is not permissible for him to leave what he was 

reciting.  

To recite the same Surah in both units 

Ruling 32: To recite the same Surah in the 1st and 2nd unit of a 

Fardh Salaah is Makrooh Tanzihi, if there is no reason. If there 

is a valid reason, such as the individual does not know any other 

Surah besides this, or if a person recited Surah Naas in the first 

unit [which is the last Surah of the Qur’an] then he will have to 

recite the same in the 2nd unit; or if the person mistakenly 

recited Surah Naas in the 1st unit – then he will have to 

complete the recitation of it and recite the same in the second 

unit. In all these instances where there is a valid reason – it will 

not be Makrooh. There is no Sajdah Sahw in this case.  

Ruling 33: In the Nafil Salaah, to recite the same Surah in two 

different units or to repeat the same Surah in the single unit 

multiple times is permissible without any dislike.    

To repeat the same verse 

Ruling 34: There is no Sajdah Sahw if an Imam repeats a verse 

– even if the repetition takes more time than the recitation of 

three folds of SubhaanAllah. Moreover, if a follower 

pronounced Luqma28 during this time and the duration of an 

                                                           
28 Luqma is a reminder of mistake directed towards the Imam issued 

by the follower. It comprises of words such as SubhaanAllah or 

Allahu Akbar that is pronounced loudly so the Imam becomes aware 

of his mistake.  
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entire posture lapses – there is no Sajdah Sahw and the prayer 

of the follower does not become void. 

To recite two Surahs in the single unit of Fardh 

Ruling 35: If the person joins two Surahs in one unit of the 

prayer – there is no harm in this as long as there is no gap 

between the two Surahs [it should be consecutive chapters in 

the Qur’an]. If there is a gap between them then it is Makrooh 

and for the Imam to do so is discouraged, however Sajdah Sahw 

is not compulsory.  

To stop and ponder during recitation 

Ruling 36: During the recitation of the Qir’at if a person stops 

and thinks about the next verse to be recited – for the duration 

of more than three folds of SubhaanAllah [also called a 

duration of a pillar] – then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

Ruling 37: If after the recitation of the Qir’at, the person does 

not go immediately into the bowing posture [Ruku] but rather 

waits for a duration of the entire pillar [three SubHaanAllah] 

and thereafter proceeds for Ruku – then Sajdah Sahw is 

compulsory.  

To forget the verses of a Surah then to repeat again 

Ruling 38: If a person begins reciting a Surah and stops in the 

middle of the recitation due to forgetfulness. Thereafter, he 

begins again the Surah and completes it thereby – there is no 

Sajdah Sahw in this instance.  
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To forget the verses of a Surah then to recite another 

Surah 

Ruling 39: If a person is reciting Surah Al-Asr and reaches the 

word Saalihaat in the third verse and then pauses due to 

forgetfulness. Thereafter, he begins again but recites the verses 

of Surah Teen after the word Saalihaat – and then completes 

the recitation of that Surah; in this case the prayer has been 

completed and there is no need to perform Sajdah Sahw.29 

Ruling 40: If a person begins a Surah and he is yet not able to 

complete three short verses of it due to forgetfulness. Then he 

begins this Surah again and still does not recall. Thereafter, he 

proceeds to recite those verses which he remembers from the 

same Surah or he recites another Surah – in this case the prayer 

is complete and there is no need to perform Sajdah Sahw. 

However, if the person took time in thinking what to recite for 

the duration of more than three folds of SubhaanAllah – the 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

Ruling 41: However, if the person has recited three verses and 

thereafter forgets – then such a person should proceed 

immediately for Ruku and complete the prayer. There is no 

need for Sajdah Sahw. If he waits when he forgot for a duration 

of more than three folds of SubhaanAllah – then Sajdah Sahw 

is compulsory.   

 

 

                                                           
29 Since both Surah have this word and one errs by changing the 

recitation of the Surah due to a common word. 
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Error in the recitation after three verses 

Ruling 42: If the Imam begins to recite a Surah after Surah 

Fatiha and he has completed reciting three short verses or one 

long verse of it – and thereafter he forgets his recitation and 

makes several mistakes in the recitation. If the mistakes are 

serious [such as it changes the meanings of the words and 

statements] then the followers must correct the mistake by 

calling out the Luqma. If not, the prayer of all the followers will 

become invalid. And if the mistakes of the Imam is not serious 

then to issue Luqma is permissible but the Sajdah Sahw is not 

compulsory.  

If a person completes the recitation of three verses or one long 

verse and thereafter forgets the rest and immediately proceeds 

for Ruku’ – then the prayer is valid without any dislike. There 

is no need for Sajdah Sahw. If, however, when he forgot the 

following verses he kept thinking about it and it delayed him 

for a duration of a pillar [three Tasbeeh] – and then he proceeds 

for Ruku’; in this case Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

A word or two is omitted in the recitation 

Ruling 43: If a verse or a word is forgetfully left out during 

recitation of the Surah and this does not cause the entire 

statement of the verse to change in its meaning then the prayer 

will be valid and there is no need for Sajdah Sahw. However, 

if the meanings do change then Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient. 

One has to repeat the Salaah.    
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Reciting a translation of a word 

Ruling 44: If a person was reciting the Qir’at and forgetfully 

recites a translation of some of the words – then the Salaah 

must be repeated. Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient.  

Not to recite anything in the 3rd/4th units of a Fardh 

Ruling 45: If a person does not recite anything in the third and 

the fourth units of the Fardh prayer, and he simply remains 

quiet or recites Tasbeeh such as SubhaanAllah, then the prayer 

is valid although he should not remain quiet. Sajdah Sahw is 

not compulsory in such instance.  

To recite the Qir’at without opening the mouth 

Ruling 46: Some people recite the Qir’at in such a way that 

their mouths are closed and they recite it in their hearts. Such 

recitation does not fulfil the condition of Qir’at which is 

obligatory portion of Salaah. Such a prayer will be invalid. 

Many are ignorant of this ruling. Whenever there is a ruling of 

recitation then it must be to such an extent that one is able to 

hear it – as long as one does not have a hearing impairment or 

is in a place where there is a loud commotion.  

To prolong the Qir’at for someone 

Ruling 47: If the Imam prolongs his recitation of Qir’at or his 

prayer for a specific person he knows well – then this is highly 

disliked [Makrooh Tahrimi], however Sajdah Sahw is not 

required. And if the Imam does so for the general public so that 

they may be able to join the prayer – then there is no harm in 

it.          
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Error in the congregational Qir’at and those who joined 

afterwards  

Ruling 48: The Imam is reciting the Qir’at and the follower 

issues a Luqma. The Imam accepts this and corrects his 

recitation and in the end performs Sajdah Sahw – which was 

not required. In this case the prayer of the Imam and those 

followers, who joined the Imam from the first unit, is valid. But 

for those who joined the Imam after the first unit or after the 

Salaam of Sajdah Sahw has taken place – then their prayer has 

become invalid if they knew that the Imam’s mistake did not 

warrant a Sajdah Sahw and yet they followed the Imam in this 

action.       

Not reciting the verses with Tajweed 

Ruling 49: If a person does not take care of the laws of 

recitation of the Qur’an [Tajweed] during the prayer, then the 

Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory. Unless, the mistake is so 

severe that it invalidates the prayer – in this case a person will 

have repeat the prayer, Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient.30 

 

 

 

                                                           
30 A common example of this is reciting the heavy ‘haa’ in 

‘AlHamdulillahi Rabbil Aalameen’ and reciting the light ‘kaaf’ in 

‘Qul HuwAllahu Ahad’ – so a person recites ‘Kul HuwAllahu’. Such 

common mistakes invalidates the prayer for it changes the meaning 

severely.  
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Mistakes due to audible and soft recitations 

Jahr [audible] recitation means that the first row behind the 

Imam is able to hear the recitation clearly. This is the minimum 

level of audible recitation. There is no limit to the maximum 

level, however it is Makrooh to recite very loudly that it 

becomes a cause of irritation for the followers. Therefore, to 

save oneself from it is necessary. It will not become a loud 

recitation if one or two people in the first row hears the Imam’s 

recitation.  

Sirr [soft] recitation is when a person is able to hear his own 

recitation. This is the minimum requirement. If a person simply 

moves his mouth or does not hear himself reciting the Qir’at – 

then this cannot be classified as soft recitation. The prayer will 

not be valid due to such inaudible recitation. It is important that 

in soft recitation one hears himself reciting the Qir’at in the 

absence of commotion around him.  

It is compulsory to have audible recitation by the Imam in the 

first two units of Maghrib and Esha, in all units of Fajr, 

Jumuah, Eid, Taraaweeh and congregational Witr in Ramadan. 

The Imam will recite Surah Fatiha and another Surah audibly 

and such prayers are classified to be Jahri.  

Thereafter, it is compulsory to have soft recitation by the Imam 

in the 3rd unit of Maghrib, the final two units of Esha and all 

the units of Zuhr and Asr. It is also compulsory for a person 

performing Salaah individually to have soft recitation for Zuhr 

and Asr. Such prayers in which all the units have soft recitations 

are classified to be Sirri. 
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Ruling 50: During the day, the voluntary prayers are to be 

performed with soft recitation and this is compulsory. As for 

the night voluntary prayers – one has the choice to either have 

soft or audible recitations.  

Ruling 51: For an individual performing the prayer alone – he 

has the choice to either have soft or audible recitation for Jahri 

prayers. However, it is superlative to perform these prayers 

with audible recitation. The individual does not have 

permission to do audible recitation in the Sirri prayers.  

Audible recitation in Sirri prayer & soft recitation in Jahri 

Ruling 52: If the Imam, forgetfully, recites Qir’at [of the 

length which is obligatory in Qir’at] softly in the Jahri prayer 

or loudly in the Sirri prayer – then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. 

And if this is done forgetfully for half a verse – then it is not 

compulsory. For example, if an Imam recites AlHamd softly 

and then continues the rest audibly in Jahri prayers – Sajdah 

Sahw is not compulsory. However, if an Imam recites the 

obligatory length of recitation required in prayer such as 

‘AlHamdulillah’ then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. 

If a Munfarid performs audible recitation in Sirri prayers 

Ruling 53: If the Munfarid [individual person praying alone] 

recites audibly, forgetfully, in the Sirri prayers – then Sajdah 

Sahw is compulsory.      
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To recite audible recitation in the day and soft recitation 

during the night 

Ruling 54: If any night prayer in which there is audible 

recitation, is missed by the community of Muslims due to a 

valid reason, and they are to perform this missed prayer during 

the following day in congregation [as Qada] – then it is 

compulsory for the Imam to have audible recitation. Similarly, 

the Qadaa of the missed Sirri prayer during the night will have 

soft recitation done by the Imam. Forgetfulness in this will 

cause Sajdah Sahw to become compulsory.  

Luqma from a person out of congregation 

Ruling 55: If the Imam begins the Zuhr or Asr prayer with 

audible recitation, meanwhile a person who is not in 

congregation issued a luqma stating that Imam should recite 

softly. If the Imam immediately accepts this luqma and recites 

softly – then the prayer of everyone has become invalid which 

must be repeated. If the Imam waits for a while before 

implementing the person’s luqma then the prayer will remain 

intact and the Imam will have to perform Sajdah Sahw in the 

end if his loud recitation sufficed the obligatory length of a 

Qir’at, otherwise not.31  

                                                           
31 A person out of the congregation is not in prayer and to accept 

anything from him will render a person’s prayer invalid. This would 

not have been the case if the luqma was issued by the person in prayer. 

Practicality dictates that the Imam will not know if the person who 

issued the luqma is in prayer or not; therefore the general assumption 

will be that the person is in prayer and the Imam will accept the 

luqma. Therefore, the person out of congregation should first join the 

congregation and thereafter issue the luqma. If the said person has 
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Ruling 56: If the Imam, after having heard the luqma, waited 

for a duration of more than it takes to recite SubHaanAllah 

thrice, then the Sajdah Sahw becomes compulsory in this 

instance also.  

Soft recitation in the Witr & Taraaweeh 

Ruling 57: If the Imam opted for soft recitation, forgetfully, in 

the Taraaweeh and congregational Witr in Ramadan – then 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.   

Ruling 58: If a person performs the Witr individually, in 

Ramadan or not, then he must opt for soft recitation. If the 

recitation is audible then Sajdah Sahw becomes compulsory.32  

Audible recitation in Jumu’ah & Eid 

Ruling 59: For the Jumuah and Eid prayers, audible recitation 

for the Imam is compulsory. If he forgetfully does not recite 

audibly, Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

                                                           
already performed his Fardh alone or in another congregation – he 

should then join the congregation with the intention of Nafl. And if 

the Imam is performing the congregation of Asr or Fajr and the 

person has already performed his prayer – in this instance he cannot 

join the congregation because there is no Nafl in Fajr time and post-

Asr. Moreover, he cannot join the Maghrib as well, because there is 

no three units of Nafl. Therefore the Imam must be knowledgeable in 

these rulings and wait for a while before accepting the luqma so that 

this wait will nullify the following of a possible foreigner of 

congregation and the change will have come from his own accord.   
32 Therefore, if a Munfarid performs all Esha prayers individually, he 

must opt for soft recitation in Witr. The rest of the Esha prayers may 

have audible recitation. 
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Mistakes in the recitational prostration [Sajdah Tilawah] 

Ruling 60: Whoever recites the prostration verse [aayat e 

Sajdah] during Salaah, it is compulsory to prostrate 

immediately. If it is delayed, then it will be sinful. The 

definition of delay is confined to reciting more than three verses 

after the recitation of the prostration verse. If a person performs 

the prostration within the three verses – then there is no harm. 

It should be noted that the compulsory prostration of the Ayat 

e Sajdah, recited in Salaah, can only be fulfilled within Salaah. 

If an individual intentionally leaves out this prostration in 

Salaah – then he will be sinful.  

Forgetting to do recitational prostration 

Ruling 61: If a person forgets to prostrate after reciting the 

prostration verse – then as long as the person is in Salaah or in 

the conditions of Salaah – he will immediately perform the 

prostration upon recalling. Thereafter, in the end Sajdah Sahw 

will be performed.   

It should be understood that a person will remain in the 

condition of Salaah, according to the Jurists, after turning the 

head for Salaam; as long as the individual has not uttered or 

acted on something that is contrary to Salaah, such as talking, 

eating, drinking or walking away from the Qibla. 

Ruling 62: If a person recites the verse of prostration, forgets 

to perform the prostration and recites the next verse – but 

recalls immediately before completing three verses and 

performs the prostration – then in this instance Sajdah Sahw is 

not compulsory.  
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Recitational prostration in Ruku’ 

Ruling 63: If an individual recites the verse of prostration and 

immediately bends for Ruku and intends his prostration before 

reaching for Ruku – then in this instance his compulsory 

prostration would have been fulfilled by the Ruku33. However, 

this way is not appropriate for an Imam because the intention 

of prostration will suffice the Imam meanwhile it will remain a 

compulsion for the followers – for they need to intend as well. 

Due to not knowing the intention of the Imam their prostration 

will remain unfulfilled. Nevertheless, the Sajdah Sahw will not 

be compulsory in the end.          

Ruling 63:  If the individual did not intend the prostration 

while bending for Ruku or he intended the prostration in Ruku 

or when coming back from Ruku – then such intention will not 

suffice. Therefore the Ruku will not suffice the prostration. The 

individual will have to perform the prostration again. 

Ruling 64: After reciting the verse of prostration, the Imam 

bends for Ruku intending the compulsory prostration 

meanwhile the followers do not intend – then the prostration of 

the Imam will be fulfilled but not of the followers. Therefore, 

in the end when the Imam turns for Salaam completing the 

prayer – the follower will prostrate and thereafter sit up again 

in the state of Qa’dah and thereafter end the Salaah with 

Salaam. Reciting the Tashahud in this Qa’dah is also 

compulsory. If the Qa’dah was not performed after the 

prostration then the entire Salaah will become nullified because 

the final Qa’dah is obligatory. This ruling is for Jahri prayers 

                                                           
33 Bowing is also described as an alternate to prostration in the books 

of jurisprudence. Hence, the prostration will be fulfilled by its action.    
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only because in the Sirri prayers the followers have no 

knowledge of the verse of prostration. Therefore they are 

excused.34     

Forgetting Sajdah Tilaawa and remembering it later 

Ruling 65: If an individual recites the verse of prostration and 

thereby forgets to perform the prostration – then recalls it 

during Ruku or Sajdah or Qa’dah – he should then perform the 

compulsory prostration immediately and return to the posture 

he was in when he recalled the prostration. For example, if the 

person was in Ruku and he remembered the prostration then he 

should prostrate and come back in the state of Ruku. However, 

if the Ruku was completed before the compulsory prostration – 

in this case he does not need to re-do the posture of Ruku except 

in the case of the final Qa’dah which is obligatory. Hence, if a 

person recalls the prostration in the final sitting [Qa’dah 

Aakhirah] then he should immediately perform the prostration 

and return and re-do the Qa’dah Aakhirah because the first 

Qa’dah Aakhirah becomes nullified due to the compulsory 

prostration. Nevertheless, Sajdah Sahw is compulsory in the 

end for all cases.  

To perform ordinary Sajdah for Sajdah Tilawah 

Ruling 66: If an individual recites the verse of prostration and 

thereafter proceeds immediately, or within the duration of 

reciting three verses or less, for the usual Ruku and Sajdah of 

the Salaah then this normal prostration will suffice the 

                                                           
34 However, in today’s times followers also are unable to discern the 

verses of prostration due to widespread ignorance and therefore they 

will not know about it in Jahri prayers as well save a few.  
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compulsory prostration of recitation even if the person did not 

intend it. Sajdah Sahw is also not compulsory in this instance.     

Imam Ahmad Rida Al Baraylawi [may Allah be pleased with 

him] indicates this ruling in his Fataawa Ridawiyya as follows:  

“In the concerned scenario if an individual did not perform a 

special prostration for the verse of prostration, rather he 

proceeded for Ruku immediately after reciting the verse of 

prostration. While proceeding for Ruku he did not intend the 

compulsory prostration and after Ruku he stands upright for 

Qaumah [the standing posture between Ruku and the first 

prostration] and thereafter proceeds for the first prostration – 

and in this prostration he intends the compulsory prostration – 

hence no dislike or abhorrence or ruining of virtue has taken 

place in this instance. Moreover, the followers did not fall into 

difficulty even if they did not intend the compulsory prostration 

while proceeding for the normal prostration of Salaah, because 

the obligatory prostration becomes fulfilled when the normal 

prostration is performed immediately.” 

He further comments, “This scenario will only be viable if 

there is no delay between the recitation of the prostration verse 

and the normal prostration itself. That is, the person performed 

the Ruku immediately and thereafter the Qaumah and then 

proceeded for the prostration of Salaah. However, if the person 

recited three or four more verses after the verse of prostration 

then the person must perform a special prostration in this 

instance and will be sinful for delaying it as well.” 
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Reciting the verse of prostration multiple times 

Ruling 67: If an individual recites the verse of prostration in 

the first unit of Salaah, repeatedly, and thereafter performs the 

Sajdah Tilaawah, thereafter he comes back from prostration 

and continues to recite the same verse of prostration again, 

numerously in the same unit of Salaah – then that one 

prostration suffices all the recitations of the verse of 

prostration. Similarly, if he repeats the same verse of 

prostration in other units of Salaah – then that very first 

prostration suffices. In all these instances Sajdha Sahw is not 

compulsory unless there was a delay in performing the 

compulsory prostration in the first unit, or if he prostrated in 

the second unit or in the end.  

Imam proceeds for recitational prostration meanwhile the 

followers proceed for Ruku’ 

Ruling 68: The Imam recites the verse of prostration and 

immediately proceeds for the prostration meanwhile the 

followers thought that the Imam has proceeded for Ruku so they 

bowed. In this case, the followers should break the Ruku and 

proceed for Sajdah. Whoever performed the Ruku and 

proceeded to prostrate [thereby following the Imam] – their 

prostration and prayer are both valid. And whoever, did not 

proceed for prostration [did not follow the Imam], but rather 

remained in Ruku and thereafter performed two normal 

prostrations – their prayer is nullified. They will have to 

perform the prayer again.  
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To miss the recitational prostration  

Ruling 69: If a person forgets to prostrate when reciting the 

verse of prostration and during the prayer he remembers but 

does not prostrate. And in this state he complete the prayer then 

that compulsory prostration has become voided. However, due 

to leaving aside a compulsory action intentionally the prayer 

has become Makrooh Tahrmi and hence defective. It is 

compulsory to repeat the prayer. 

To delay more than three verses after reciting the verse of 

prostration 

Ruling 70: A person recites the verse of prostration and delays 

the prostration for more than three verses – then such a person 

will have to perform Sajdah Sahw. 

The ruling of the two prostrations in Surah Hajj 

Ruling 71: The second verse of prostration in Surah Hajj is 

compulsory according to Imam As-Shaafi [may Allah be 

pleased with him]. If any Hanafi person is following a Shaafi 

Imam then the follower should also follow the Imam in this 

prostration.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Forgetfulness in Ruku and Sajdah 

Ruku 

The minimum requirement of the posture of Ruku is that a 

person bows to such an extent that when he spreads his arms it 

reaches the knees. The complete posture of Ruku is that a 

person’s back is horizontal and somehow parallel to the ground.  

After completing the recitation of the Qir’at, a person should 

pronounce Allahu Akbar and immediately proceed for Ruku. 

The Sunnah way of Ruku is that both palms of the hands are 

locked with both kneecaps and the fingers are spread apart. To 

join all the fingers or to keep four fingers together and the 

thumb apart is contrary to the Sunnah. As for a lady, she should 

slightly bend to such an extent that her arms reach the knees, 

her palms should simply touch the kneecaps and the fingers 

should be joined together. Her legs should be bent at the knees 

while bowing unlike the men who keep the legs perpendicular 

to the ground without any curvatures in them.    

It should be noted that when proceeding for Ruku one should 

begin to proceed when one pronounces the first letter of Allahu 

Akbar and become complete in the posture of Ruku upon the 

pronouncement of the last letter of Akbar. Some people first 

proceed for Ruku and then pronounce the Takbeer and yet 

others pronounce the Takbeer first and then proceed for Ruku. 

Both methods are incorrect. This habit should be changed.  
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Ruling 1: If a person has a hump on the back to such an extent 

that a person seems to be in the state of Ruku in the first place 

– then he should simply nod with the head during Ruku and this 

is sufficient for him.  

Ruling 2: If a person is performing the prayer in the sitting 

position then for him the prescribed method to perform Ruku’ 

is to bend the back and bring the face close to the knees and 

ground. It is not necessary to lift the buttocks off the ground, 

otherwise it will be disliked.  

Ruling 3: It is mandatory [Fardh] to perform Ruku in every 

unit and to avoid performing more than once is compulsory 

[Waajib].   

Ruling 4: To pronounce Allahu Akbar when proceeding for 

Ruku and Sami’Allahu liman Hamidah when returning from 

Ruku is a Sunnah. This is for all sorts of Salaah.   

To forget the Takbir for Ruku’ or changing the words 

Ruling 5: If a person forgets to pronounce Allahu Akbar or 

Sami’ Allahu liman Hamidah and utters another glorification 

such as SubhaanAllah or similar – then there is no need for 

Sajdah Sahw. The Salaah is valid.  

Ruling 6: In the Eid prayers if the Imam forgets to pronounce 

the Takbeer while proceeding for Ruku – then Sajdah Sahw is 

necessary because this Takbeer is compulsory. Nevertheless, if 

the Imam does not perform Sajdah Sahw due to the immense 

number of people present in the crowd then the prayer will be 

valid. Sajdah Sahw becomes void in the present of such 
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circumstances where performing it will cause confusion within 

the masses.     

To delay proceeding for Ruku’ 

Ruling 7: It is compulsory to proceed for Ruku immediately 

after the completion of the Qir’at. If a person delays proceeding 

for Ruku [after the Qir’at] more than it takes for a person to 

recite Tasbeeh three times – then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

To stay less than a Tasbeeh in Ruku’ 

Ruling 8: It is important that when one is in Ruku – the person 

should stay in Ruku for the duration that it takes to have all the 

limbs still in this posture and reciting SubhaanAllah once. This 

is compulsory [known as Ta’dil which will be explained in the 

final chapter]. If a person forgetfully leaves this then Sajdah 

Sahw is compulsory and if this is done intentionally, the Salaah 

must be repeated.  

Ruling 9: It is Sunnah to recite Subhaana Rabbi Al-Adheem in 

Ruku three times. And to recite more than this is Mustahab. It 

should be in odd numbers of 5, 7 or 9. 

Error in the Tasbeeh of Ruku’ 

Ruling 10: If a person forgets to recite these litanies in Ruku or 

recites it less than thrice then there is no Sajdah Sahw in this 

case. However, one should refrain from such habit.  

To perform Ruku twice 

Ruling 11: It is compulsory [waajib] to avoid performing more 

than one Ruku in a unit of Salaah. If a person forgetfully 
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performs two Ruku’ then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory and if this 

was done intentionally then the prayer must be repeated. Sajdah 

Sahw will not suffice.  

To forget the Ruku’ 

Ruling 12: If a person forgets to perform Ruku’ after the Qir’at  

and instead proceeds straight into Sajdah, then if he remembers 

it before beginning the second unit – he must immediately stand 

up and proceed for Ruku’ and then perform the Sajdah again. 

In the end, the person will perform Sajdah Sahw and his prayer 

will become valid. If he did not remember his mistake before 

the second unit – then the Ruku of the second unit will be 

considered to be the Ruku of the first unit. And the second unit 

will be transformed into the first unit. Sajdah Sahw is also 

compulsory in this instance. The first unit will now become 

annulled because a Fardh act has been left out and it will not 

be considered as part of the units of this Salaah. [Therefore, he 

shall recite an extra unit to complete the loss].  

To delay after Ruku’ 

Ruling 13: It is Waajib to avoid a delay of duration of three 

Tasbeeh between two Fardh acts or between two Waajib acts 

or between a Fardh and a Waajib act. Therefore if a person 

simply stands still with silence after returning from Ruku’ for 

more than the duration it takes to recite three Tasbeeh then 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. If this was intentional, the prayer 

must be repeated.  
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If the Imam stands before the follower completes the 

Tasbeeh of Ruku’ 

Ruling 14: If the follower is in Ruku and has not yet completed 

the Ruku Tasbeeh three times and meanwhile the Imam returns 

from Ruku – then it is important for the follower to also return 

from Ruku. One should not delay in following the Imam in such 

a way that it contradicts the Imam’s leadership. To recite the 

litanies is Sunnah in obedience to the Imam. As soon as the 

Imam proceeds one must obey the Imam and follow him.  

To recite Qur’an in any posture other than Qiyaam 

Ruling 15: It is not permissible to recite the Qur’an in any 

posture other than the Qiyaam. If a person recites the Qur’anic 

verse – be it the Bismillah [with the intention of Qir’at] – in 

Ruku, or Sajdah, or in the Qa’dah – Sajdah Sahw is 

compulsory. 

Sajdah 

For the forehead to be pressed onto the ground is called 

prostration and for the plantar aspect [the soft fleshy part] of 

one toe of the leg to be pressed onto the ground is conditional. 

If a person performs Sajdah in a way that his two feet do not 

touch the ground, or only the anterior portions [points] of the 

toes touch the ground, and the plantar aspect of the toe is not 

pressed onto the ground – then the person’s Sajdah will not be 

valid. Many people are unaware of this ruling.    

After standing up from Ruku one should proceed for Sajdah by 

proclaiming the Takbeer [Allahu Akbar]. The Sunnah way of 

performing the prostration is to first place the knees on the 
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ground then the hands and thereafter place the face in between 

the hands in such a way that first the nose will touch the ground 

and lastly the forehead. Let the hard bone of the nose be pressed 

onto the ground. Let the sight of the eye be towards the nose. 

Let the shoulders be away from the curvature of the body, and 

the stomach away from the thighs, and the thighs away from 

the calves. Let all the fingers and toes of both hands and feet 

face the direction of the Qibla in a way that the plantar aspects 

of the toes are pressed onto the ground facing the Qibla and the 

palms are pressed onto the ground with the fingers facing the 

Qibla. A woman will perform Sajdah in a confined way that 

the shoulders are pressed along the curvature of the body and 

that the stomach and thighs are joined. The thighs will be joined 

with the calves and the calves with the ground. Then recite at 

least three times Subhaana Rabbi Al-A’laa.  

Ruling 16: In Sajda it is compulsory for the nose to be pressed 

onto the ground in such a way that the soft portion of the nose 

is pressed onto the bone of the nose.   

Ruling 17: It is Fardh to perform two prostrations in each unit 

and it is Waajib to refrain from performing more than two. It is 

the consensus [ijmaa’] that both prostrations are Fardh. Some 

people have this notion that the first prostration is Fardh and 

the second prostration is Waajib. This is incorrect and contrary 

to the consensus. Imam Ahmad Rida Al-Qaadiri states: “It is 

the consensus of this Ummah that both prostrations are 

obligatory and there is no difference of opinion in this matter 

from any scholar. Denying this is denying the consensus”35  

                                                           
35 Fatawa Ridawiyya, Vol. 4, Pg 57 
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If a person is unable to place the forehead onto the ground to 

perform the Sajdah then he should place the nose onto the 

ground and that also in a way that the soft portion of the nose 

is pressed onto the bone.  

Ruling 18: It is permissible to perform Sajdah on the grass, 

cotton, cloth or pillow in such a way that the forehead is pressed 

onto it to the extent that it can no longer be further pressed. 

Otherwise, it is not permissible. 

It is important for the people to know that the soft fleshy part 

of the nose must be pressed to the extent of its bone otherwise 

simply brushing the nose over the surface of the ground is not 

sufficient and this will cause the prayer to become Makrooh 

Tahrimi. It must then be repeated.  

To miss a prostration 

Ruling 19: If a prostration is missed for any of the unit of 

Prayer, then when remembering it, one must perform the 

prostration immediately. Even if one recalls it after the Salaam 

as long as the person has not acted in a way that contravenes 

the conditions of Salaah. Thereafter in the end, perform Sajdah 

Sahw.  

To perform more than two prostrations in a unit 

Ruling 20: If a person performs three or more prostrations in a 

single unit, forgetfully, then he must perform Sajdah Sahw in 

the end. His prayer will become valid.  
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To forget the Tasbeeh in prostration 

Ruling 21: It is Sunnah to recite SubHaana Rabbi Al ‘Ala three 

times in Sajdah and it is Mustahab to recite it 5, 7 or 9 times. If 

a person forgets to recite this Tasbeeh or recites it once or twice, 

then there is no Sajdah Sahw upon him. Leaving out this litany 

intentionally is contrary to the Sunnah.  

To miss the space in between two prostrations 

Ruling 22: In between the two normal prostrations, if a person 

does not sit up straight for the duration of at least one Tasbeeh 

then the prayer will become Makrooh Tahrimi and hence 

compulsory to repeat it. If this transpired unintentionally, then 

the person must perform Sajdah Sahw.  

There are many people who perform their prayers in haste. Due 

to it, they are unable to act upon the compulsory action of Ta’dil 

– which enables a person to perform the prayer calmly. As soon 

as they return from Ruku, they go into prostration and the same 

errand when returning from the first prostration that they 

proceed immediately into the second prostration. This causes 

the prayer to become highly disliked [Makrooh Tahrimi] and 

compulsory to repeat it. May Allah Ta’ala grant us the ability 

to perform prayer calmly by implementing all the compulsory 

actions!  

To recite the Tasbeeh of Ruku’ in Sajdah 

Ruling 23: If a person recites the litany of Ruku’ in prostration 

and the litany of prostration in Ruku’ then there is no harm in 

this and Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory. However, if one 
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recalls this mistake then one should revert to the original litany 

so that one may act on the Sunnah.       

Ruling 24: To intentionally recite the litany of Ruku’ in 

prostration and the vice versa is Makrooh Tanzihi [slightly 

disliked] and one should avoid this practice. However, Sajdah 

Sahw is not compulsory.  

Doubt in prostration – if it is the 1st or 2nd Sajdah 

Ruling 25: If a person has any doubts in the prostration 

whether it is the first or the second prostration – then he should 

ponder over it – and if he is unable to decide he should then 

consider the minimum. Therefore, he should perform the 

second prostration and thereafter in the end perform Sajdah 

Sahw.  

Ruling 26: And if the person in doubt ponders over it and is 

certain that it is the first prostration then he should act on this 

and perform the second prostration. Or if he believes that he 

has completed both prostrations then there is no need to do 

another prostration. In this case where a person follows his 

pondering and believes it – there is no Sajdah Sahw in the end.  

Ruku’ or Sajdah omitted behind the Imam 

Ruling 27: If a person’s prostration or bowing has been left out 

while he was following the Imam then he should immediately 

carry out the forgotten act upon remembering and then continue 

to follow the Imam. There is no Sajdah Sahw in this instance. 

If he did not immediately do so upon remembering, then he 

may do so after the Imam turns for Salaam and then end the 

prayer with Sajdah Sahw. If he does not act on any of the 
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aforementioned two scenarios, he will have to repeat his prayer. 

His prayer was invalid.  

Performing Sajdah and then Ruku’ 

Ruling 28: If any postures in prayer are performed in the wrong 

sequence [forgetfully], such as a person prostrates first and then 

performs Ruku’ – then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory in the end.  

Imam performed three prostrations 

Ruling 29: If the Imam performs the third prostration in the 

unit instead of two then the followers will not follow the Imam 

in this scenario. Sajdah Sahw will be required by the Imam only 

and the followers need not do so and simply complete their 

prayer with both salaams. If some followers were to perform 

the third prostration with the Imam, then they will also join the 

Imam in performing Sajdah Sahw.  

Imam forgetfully sits in the 1st or 3rd unit 

Ruling 30: If the Imam sat down for Qa’dah on the first or 

third unit, forgetfully, then he should immediately stand up by 

pronouncing the Takbeer upon remembering or being informed 

by the followers with a luqma. 

Ruling 31: If this sitting of the Imam was equivalent to a pillar 

[reciting three times Tasbeeh] then Sajdah Sahw becomes 

compulsory in the end, otherwise not.  

To recite Tashahud or Bismillah in Ruku’ or Sajdah 

Ruling 32: If a person recites the Tashahud in either Ruku’ or 

in Sajdah, there is no Sajdah Sahw.  
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Ruling 33: If a person recites Bismillahir Rahmaanir Rahim in 

Ruku’ or in Sajdah [with the intention of Tasbeeh] instead of 

reciting the recommended Tasbeeh – Sajdah Sahw is not 

compulsory.       

To hasten in Qauma or Jalsa 

Ruling 34: If a person hastens in the posture of Qauma [the 

standing posture when returning from Ruku] or Jalsa [the 

sitting posture when returning from the first prostration] and 

due to it he does not stand or sit upright, and if this due to 

forgetfulness – it is compulsory to perform Sajdah Sahw. And 

if this has become a habit and therefore committed 

intentionally, the prayer must be repeated. Sajdah Sahw is not 

sufficient to mend this defect.  
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Mistakes in Sajdah Sahw 

Doubt in missing a Waajib 

Ruling 35: If a person doubts that a Waajib has been left out 

during the prayer then there is no Sajdah Sahw in this case of 

doubt. However, if one ponders and believes that a Waajib 

action has been left out, then perform Sajdah Sahw in the end. 

Ruling 36: If Sajdah Sahw is compulsory on a person and in 

his final sitting he doubts whether he performed the Sajdah 

Sahw or not. Then he should ponder over it and if he believes 

that he has performed the Sajdah Sahw then he may complete 

his prayer, and if he believes that the Sajdah Sahw was not 

performed, then he may perform the Sajdah Sahw. If both 

instincts are equal in his mind – then in this case he will perform 

Sajdah Sahw. 

Performing Sajdah Sahw due to a doubt 

Ruling 37: If Sajdah Sahw was not compulsory on an 

individual but he performed it anyways due to a doubt – then 

the correct verdict in this issue is that the person’s prayer is 

valid.  

Ruling 38: If a person forgets during performing Sajdah Sahw 

and in the state of prostration he ponders over it then it is not 

necessary for him to repeat the Sajdah Sahw.  

To perform unnecessary Sajdah Sahw  

Ruling 39: If an Imam did not make any mistake and performs 

Sajdah Sahw forgetfully then his prayer and the prayer of the 

congregation is valid. As for those people who joined the 
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congregation after the one salaam of Sajdah Sahw – their 

prayer remains invalid. These people will be required to repeat 

their prayer irrespective of whether they joined the Imam in the 

prostration or in the sitting position after the first salaam.  

Not to perform necessary Sajdah Sahw by the Imam 

Ruling 40: If it was compulsory for the Imam to perform 

Sajdah Sahw but he did not do so, then the prayer of followers 

is valid as the Sajdah Sahw has become annulled for them. 

However, if the followers knew the mistake of the Imam then 

they should repeat their prayers otherwise not.  

Sajdah Sahw without turning for Salaam 

Ruling 41: If a person does not turn his head towards the right 

during salaam of Sajdah Sahw or he turns his head towards the 

left [forgetfully], or he does not turn his head in either direction 

but simply states the words of the salaam and thereafter 

performs the Sajdah Sahw. All these cases have no harm in it 

and the Sajdah Sahw is valid. 

Ruling 42: If a person intentionally turns his head towards the 

left for the salaam of Sajdah Sahw – then he will have to repeat 

his prayer.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Forgetfulness in the number of units 

Sitting in the 1st or 3rd unit 

Ruling 1: If a person sat down in the first or the third unit of 

the prayer, forgetfully, and stood up in less than the time of a 

pillar [three Tasbeeh] – then Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory. 

Otherwise, if he delays more than a pillar and then stood up – 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  

Performing 4 units of Fajr & 6 units of Asr 

Ruling 2: If a person forgetfully performs four units of Fajr 

and six units of ‘Asr and he has added the extra units after 

having sat down for the final sitting [Qa’dah Aakhirah – in the 

second unit of Fajr and the fourth unit of Asr]; in this scenario 

the obligation of the prayer has been fulfilled and the extra two 

units will be considered to be Nafil. However, Sajdah Sahw in 

the end is compulsory.  

Ruling 3: It may be assumed that the extra units performed in 

the Fajr and Asr might be disliked because all voluntary 

prayers after Fajr until 20 minutes post-sunrise and Asr until 

sunset are disliked. Then it should be understood that these 

extra units were performed due to forgetfulness or a necessity 

and in these circumstances it is not Makrooh. It will be 

Makrooh if a person intentionally performs them, separately. 
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Doubt in the number of units 

Ruling 4: If a person forgets the number of units performed 

then in this instance he should ponder and act upon his belief. 

There will be no need of Sajdah Sahw. However, if this 

pondering causes a delay of more than a pillar [3 Tasbeeh] then 

Sajdah Sahw will become compulsory. If one ponders but 

cannot come to a conclusion – then he should opt for the 

minimum units performed. For example, if he doubts whether 

it is the 3rd or the 4th unit then he should adopt the minimum of 

the two and assume that he has performed 3 units. Then he will 

perform the posture of Qa’dah [sitting] in both the 3rd and the 

4th unit because there is a probability that it might be the 4th 

unit. Then perform Sajdah Sahw in the end.  

Doubt after Tashahud whether 3 units or 4 units were 

performed 

Ruling 5: If a person completes the recitation of Tashahud and 

thereafter doubts whether he has performed three units or four 

and he ponders over it and this pondering delayed him more 

than a pillar [3 Tasbeeh] and then believes that all four units 

have been performed – in this instance he will perform Sajdah 

Sahw. If the doubt arises after turning one’s head for Salaam 

then there is nothing.  

Performing a 4 unit prayer but turned for salaam in 2nd 

unit 

Ruling 6: If a person was performing a four unit prayer and 

turned for Salaam, forgetfully, at the end of the second unit – 

then he should stand up again, upon remembering, and 

complete the remaining two units. Then perform Sajdah Sahw 
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in the end. This is valid only if the person had not committed 

an act contrary to the conditions of prayer after his erroneous 

salaam at the end of the second unit. 

Ruling 7: If a person was performing a four unit prayer and 

then a thought arises that he is a traveller and that he should 

perform two units only; or if he was performing his Zuhr prayer 

thinking it to be Jumuah; or if he was performing his Esha 

prayer thinking it to be the Taraaweeh prayer – and then turns 

for salaam at the end of two units. In all these cases, his prayer 

becomes invalid and he will repeat it.  

Imam performs 3 units instead of 4 units 

Ruling 8: If an Imam is performing four unit prayer but 

completes the prayer with three units. Thereafter, the followers 

begin to chat amongst each other that the Imam performed three 

instead of four. Listening to this, the Imam did not speak and 

immediately stood up by pronouncing the Takbeer and 

completes the fourth unit and adding the Sajdah Sahw. In this 

scenario – the prayer of the Imam and those followers who did 

not speak will become valid. As for those who conversed, their 

prayer is invalid. They will repeat the prayer.  

Imam stands up for the fifth unit 

Ruling 9: If the Imam recites the Tashahud in the fourth unit 

and forgetfully stands up for the fifth unit then the followers 

should wait for the Imam to return. If he returns before he could 

perform the prostration of the fifth unit, then the followers will 

continue to follow the Imam in performing the Sajdah Sahw 

and in completing the prayer.  
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However, if the Imam does not return and performs the 

prostration of the fifth unit, then the follower should end his 

prayer by performing Salaam on his own. There is no need to 

follow the Imam in this instance. As for those followers who 

followed the Imam for the fifth unit and performed the 

prostration with the Imam – they should add another unit to the 

fifth and complete the prayer with Sajdah Sahw in the end. So 

that, the first four units will be considered the Fardh and the 

last two units will become voluntary.  

Ruling 10: If the Imam stands up for the fifth or sixth unit after 

having sat for the Tashahud in the final sitting and if someone 

joins the congregation at this time then his prayer will be 

invalid because this is now voluntary units and not obligatory. 

Ruling 11: If the Imam had not sat down in the fourth unit 

but stood up for the fifth unit after the prostration, then he 

should immediately return to the sitting position upon 

remembering and perform Sajdah Sahw in the end. If he does 

not return and performs the prostration of the fifth unit – in this 

case the prayer of everyone becomes invalid. Those followers 

who did not follow the Imam and kept sitting after the fourth 

unit in this scenario – their prayer also becomes invalid even if 

they read their Tashahud and said their salaam.36    

Ruling 12: If an individual performing a four unit prayer stood 

up after having sat for Tashahud in the fourth unit, and he 

forgetfully begins to perform the fifth unit with Ruku’ and 

prostration. Then he should perform Sajdah Sahw at the end of 

                                                           
36 This is because the Imam did not sit in the fourth unit. Hence, an 

obligatory action has been missed which renders the prayer of 

everyone void.  
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the fifth unit and complete his prayer. The first four units 

becomes valid and the fifth unit becomes futile.  

Unable to remember the units due to illness 

Ruling 13: If a person has an illness of forgetting things then it 

is important for such a person to perform his prayer with the 

congregation. If he cannot find an Imam, then he should 

perform his prayer in accordance with his memory. If a doubt 

arises for him about the units of prayer, he should opt for the 

minimum – for example, if there is a doubt between 3 and 4, he 

should opt for the 3 and if there is a doubt between 1 and 2, he 

should opt for the 1 and so forth. If he has a doubt about 

whether he sat down for the final sitting or not, then he should 

sit in all units in which there is a doubt. In the end, he will 

perform Sajdah Sahw. 

Traveller performs 4 units instead of 2 units Qasr 

Ruling 14: It is compulsory for a traveller37 to shorten his 

prayer from 4 units of Fardh prayer to two units. If he 

intentionally performs four units then it will be a sin because 

such a person qualifies for two units only. Therefore, if a 

traveller forgetfully performs four units instead of two – and he 

had performed the sitting posture at the end of two units – then 

his Fardh prayer is valid but he will have to perform Sajdah 

Sahw in the end. The two extra units will be considered to be 

voluntary. However, if the traveller was an Imam in this 

                                                           
37 A traveller is a person who intends to travel an uninterrupted 

journey of 92.5 km or more – from his place of residence to his place 

of destination – for 14 days or less.    
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scenario and the follower was a resident – then the prayer of 

the follower will be deemed invalid.  

Ruling 15: If a traveller intentionally performs four units 

instead of two units as prescribed; and performs the sitting 

posture at the end of the second unit – then his obligation has 

been completed and the remaining two units will become 

voluntary. But due to disregarding a Waajib act of performing 

two units during travelling, he will be liable for a sin and he 

must repent for it. If the person did not perform the sitting 

posture in the second unit, then his obligation has not been 

performed. All four units will now be considered to be 

voluntary. He will have to repeat his Fardh prayer. 

A traveller intends to stay for 15 days or more during 

prayer 

Ruling 16: If a traveller intends to perform two units because 

he is a traveller but then forgets during the prayer as to how 

many units he has performed. Therefore, he performs Sajdah 

Sahw and before turning for Salaam he intends to stay in this 

place for 15 days or more; now he will have to stand and 

perform another two units [totalling four units] and then 

perform Sajdah Sahw in the end. 

A resident follower will perform Sajdah Sahw behind 

traveller Imam 

Ruling 17: If the Imam is a traveller and he forgets something 

in the prayer, and behind him the followers are residents; then 

when the Imam will proceed for Sajdah Sahw, the resident 

followers will not turn for Salaam and follow the Imam in 

Sajdah Sahw. Thereafter, when the resident stands up to 
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complete his remaining units individually and makes an error 

then he will again perform Sajdah Sahw on his own.  

Ruling 18: If the resident follower did not follow the traveller 

Imam in Sajdah Sahw, then he will have to perform the Sajdah 

Sahw at the end of his prayer, otherwise he will have to repeat 

the prayer. Similarly, if the resident follower turns for salaam 

intentionally with the traveller Imam and then followed the 

Imam with Sajdah Sahw; the follower will have to repeat his 

prayer.  

If someone informs about one’s mistake after Prayer 

Ruling 19: If after performing a four unit prayer with complete 

conviction that he has performed four units and thereafter a few 

people say that you have only performed three units; then in 

this situation one should not listen to them if these people were 

not aadil [pious and just]. However, if these people were aadil 

then one should repeat one’s prayer even if he considers their 

news to be a mistake.   

A doubt arises for the first time after attaining maturity  

Ruling 20: If a doubt arises for the first time in a person, who 

has become recently biologically mature, regarding his first 

prayer after maturity that whether he performed 3 or 4 units of 

prayer. Then he should break the prayer by Salaam and repeat 

it. Or else, he may ponder over it and do so in accordance with 

his belief and complete the prayer. Nevertheless, in both 

instance, the person will be required to repeat the prayer. 

Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient.  
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A doubt arises and the Imam sees from the corner of his 

eyes 

Ruling 21: If the Imam is leading two units of prayer and when 

rising up from the second prostration, a doubt arises whether it 

is the first or the second unit. Therefore in order to eradicate 

this doubt, he glanced from the corner of his eyes [without 

moving his face] the action of the followers behind him 

whether they are seated or standing, so that he may do the same. 

There is no harm in this and Sajdah Sahw is also not 

compulsory. However, to look around with ones’ eyes, here and 

there without a valid reason, during prayer is slightly disliked 

[Makrooh Tanzihi].  

Turning for Salaam at the end of 2nd unit instead 4th unit 

in the Sunnah prayer 

Ruling 22: If a person, forgetfully, turns for salaam at the end 

of two units of Sunnah al Muakkidah – meanwhile he had 

intended four units in the beginning. Then he should complete 

the remaining two units upon remembering and perform Sajdah 

Sahw in the end. [On the condition that he does this before 

doing something that is contrary to the prayer]. 

Ruling 23: If a person is performing four units of Sunnah Al 

Muakkidah of Zuhr in a mosque and before completing two 

units the congregation stood up for the Fardh prayer. 

Therefore, this person should complete two units and end the 

prayer and join the congregation. After the congregation, he 

will perform two units of Sunnah Al Muakkidah and then the 

four units of Sunnah Al Muakkidah which he was performing 

before congregation. The initial two units he performed before 

congregation will now be considered to be Nafil.  
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There is a difference of opinion in this matter. Some scholars 

have dictated that if a person is busy performing his four units 

of Sunnah Al Muakkidah before Zuhr or Jumuah, and in this 

instance the Jumuah Khutba began or the congregation of Zuhr 

began; then he should first complete all four units if there is no 

fear of missing the entire Khutba or the congregation. Imam 

Ahmad Rida has preferred the latter view in his Fataawa 

Ridawiyya on the 612th page in the 3rd volume. However, he has 

stated that both positions are strong and correct.  

He says, “This matter is from that category in which a person 

may opt for any of the two views. There is no blame in either 

views. As for myself, I am inclined to the second opinion.” 

Doubt in the number of units after the person’s Wudhu 

breaks 

Ruling 24: A person was performing his prayer during which 

his Wudhu broke. Then a doubt arose whether he was 

performing the third or the fourth unit. Pondering over this, he 

remained aloof from performing his Wudhu. When he 

continues his prayer after coming back from performing 

Wudhu, Sajdah Sahw will be compulsory in the end.  

Performing 2 units Nafil then one intends 4 units after 

Sajdah Sahw 

Ruling 25: Two units of Nafil was being performed and an 

error took place due to which the person performed his Sajdah 

Sahw. However, before turning his face for the final salaam he 

intended to add another two units to this prayer. So in this 

instance his four units will be valid but in the end he will have 
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to perform Sajdah Sahw again. It was better for him not to join 

another two units to the present two units. 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory in all the cases of doubt 

Ruling 26: Sajdah Sahw is compulsory in all the cases of doubt 

[except if the doubt arose in the posture of Sajdah Sahw]. It is 

not compulsory in the case of pondering and acting on the 

belief only if the pondering causes one to delay to the extent of 

the pillar [3 Tasbeeh]. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Qa’dah & Tashahud 

Definition of Qa’dah: To sit at the end of two units in prayer 

for the duration it takes one to recite the entire Tashahud. For 

a four unit prayer, Qa’dah will be performed at the end of 2nd 

unit as well.  

In the Fardh, Waajib and Sunnah Al Muakkidah prayers, the 

first sitting posture of Qa’dah [Qa’dah Ulaa] is Waajib and the 

final sitting posture of Qa’dah [Qa’dah Aakhirah] is Fardh.38 

As for the Nafil prayer, all the sitting postures are Fardh [all 

the sitting postures will be Qa’dah e Aakhirah].39 

The Sunnah way of performing Qa’dah 

The Sunnah way of performing the sitting posture known as 

Qa’dah is to spread the left foot on the ground when coming 

back from the second prostration [in either the 2nd or 4th unit] 

and sit on it with the weight of both buttocks. Thereafter 

straighten the right foot in such a way that it is vertical and the 

toes of this foot is facing the direction of Qibla. This is for the 

                                                           
38 This means that in a four unit prayer there will be a Qa’dah at the 

end of 2nd unit and another Qa’dah at the end of the 4th unit. The 

former is Waajib and the latter is Fardh. As for two unit prayers, there 

is only one Qa’dah which is Fardh.  
39 That is, if a person is performing four units of Nafil or Sunnah 

Ghayr Muakkidah, both Qa’dah at the end of the 2nd and 4th units are 

Fardh.  
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men. As for the women, they should place both feet towards 

the right meanwhile placing the left buttock on the ground. 

Thereafter, place the right hand on the right thigh and the left 

hand on the left thigh. Both men and women should do this and 

keep their fingers in a natural position – neither tightening them 

together nor spreading them apart. The fingertips should be 

near the knees of the leg. One should not grasp the knees with 

the hands. The sight of eyes should be directed towards one’s 

lap and the back should be straight. 

Ruling 1: It is Waajib to recite the entire Tashahud in the first 

and the final sitting postures. Besides these sitting postures, any 

number of sitting postures performed, entire Tashahud is 

Waajib in all of them. If a single word is left out, then one has 

missed the Waajib.  

The words of the Tashahud are as follows:  

اُههه،  مه عبلبْيكب أبيرُّهبا النَِّبيُّ وبربْحمبةه اللهِ  وببربربَب ، ابلسَّالب التَِّحيَّاته لِ لِِّّٰه وبالصَّلبوباته وبالطَّيِِّبباته
نبا وب عبلّٰى ِعبباِد اللِه الصَّاِلِحْينب، أبْشهبده أبْن َلب ِإلّٰهب ِإَلَّ اللهه، وبأبْشهبده أبنَّ  مه عبلبيرْ ابلسَّالب

 مهحبمًَّدا عبْبدههه وب ربسه ْولههه 

 Do not add or subtract any word to these words.  

Ruling 2: When one approaches the recitation of the word ‘La’ 

in Tashahud, one should take the middle finger of the right 

hand and join it with the thumb which results in a circle. The 

ring and the little fingers should be also be closed and touching 

the palm. At the pronunciation of the word ‘La’ the index finger 

should be raised and pointed towards the direction of Qibla. 
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However, do not let the index finger waver during this time. 

Then when reaching the word ‘illa’ drop the index finger and 

open the right hand by straightening all the fingers back to the 

original position.  

Mistakes in the Qa’dah Ulaa & Tashahud 

Spreading or keeping the feet vertical in the sitting 

posture 

Ruling 3: If during the sitting posture one spreads the feet or 

keeps it raised – then this is contrary to the Sunnah. Therefore, 

Sajdah Sahw does not become compulsory. However, there is 

no harm in this if this is done due to a valid reason or illness.  

Forgetting Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 4: If a person forgets to perform the first sitting posture 

[Qa’dah Ulaa], then as long as he has not stood up straight – 

he should return and sit down and complete the first sitting 

posture. There is no Sajdah Sahw in this instance. If the person 

had stood up straight, then he should not return towards the 

Qa’dah but rather complete the remaining prayer and perform 

Sajdah Sahw in the end which is now compulsory. If a person 

sat down after having stood up straight, Sajdah Sahw is still 

compulsory in the end. This person should immediately stand 

up again and continue the prayer.  

Luqma for the Imam who forgot the Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 5: The Imam forgot the first sitting posture [Qa’dah 

Ulaa] and he was getting up, his legs were not yet straightened 

and he was closer to the ground when a follower issued a luqma 

or he remembered, and thereafter returned to the sitting posture 
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– in this case there is no need of Sajdah Sahw as the prayer of 

both the Imam and the follower is valid.  

Ruling 6: However, if the Imam was closer towards standing 

up and his legs were straightened meanwhile his back still had 

the curve – and in this state if the follower issues a luqma or the 

Imam himself returned towards the sitting posture – then in this 

case Sajdah Sahw is compulsory in the end. The prayer of the 

follower who issued the luqma is also valid.  

Ruling 7: If the Imam had stood up completely upright, now 

for him to return to the sitting posture is a sin. He should now 

continue the prayer as it is and complete it with Sajdah Sahw. 

If the Imam returned, without anyone’s luqma, to the sitting 

posture after having stood up straight then he should 

immediately stand again and continue the prayer with Sajdah 

Sahw in the end. And if he did not stand up immediately again, 

then Sajdah Sahw is still compulsory.  

Ruling 8: If the Imam forgot the sitting posture and stood up 

straight or he was closer in standing up straight, then a follower 

issued a luqma due to which the Imam returned to the sitting 

posture. In this situation, the prayer of everyone becomes 

invalid. The prayer must be repeated because Sajdah Sahw is 

not sufficient for this case. And if the Imam did not accept the 

luqma of the follower, rather he continued the prayer and 

performed Sajdah Sahw then in this instance the prayer of 

everyone is valid except for that person who issued the luqma. 

He will repeat his prayer.    

Ruling 9: If the Imam was closer towards the ground when 

standing up [having forgotten to perform the first sitting 

posture] – and a follower issues a luqma, and the Imam does 
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not accept this and stands up straight. In this situation, the 

compulsory element of the first sitting posture has been 

deliberately left out – therefore the prayer is to be repeated by 

everyone. Sajdah Sahw will not suffice.  

Forgotten Qa’dah Ulaa is remembered in Qa’dah 

Aakhirah 

Ruling 10: If someone forgets the first sitting posture [Qa’dah 

Ula] and remembers it during the final sitting posture [Qa’dah 

Aakhira] then he should perform Sajdah Sahw at that time. 

Then recite Tashahud and Durood complete the prayer  

Qa’dah Ulaa forgotten in Witr prayer 

Ruling 11: The Witr prayer is akin to the Maghrib prayer. 

Therefore, the first sitting posture is also compulsory [Waajib], 

if someone forgets it then he must perform Sajdah Sahw. 

Qa’dah Ulaa forgotten in Nafil prayer 

Ruling 12: If a person forgets to perform first sitting posture 

[Qa’dah Ula] in the Sunnah Al-ghayr Muakkidah or in 4 unit 

Nafil prayers, then according to the correct view his prayer is 

valid as long as he performs the Sajdah Sahw in the end. The 

jurists have mentioned that Nafil consists of two units only but 

out of reasonable leniency [istihsaan] they have considered a 

four unit Nafil to be a single prayer.    

Ruling 13: If a person forgets the first sitting posture in a four 

unit Nafil prayer and he does not correct this by performing 

Sajdah Sahw in the end, then this four unit prayer will be 

considered to be a two unit prayer.  
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Forgot to recite Tashahud in Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 14: As we discussed, it is Waajib to recite the entire 

Tashahud in all sitting postures. Therefore, if a person forgets 

to recite the Tashahud or some portions of it – then Sajdah 

Sahw is compulsory. If a person leaves the Tashahud 

intentionally, then the prayer must be repeated. Sajdah Sahw is 

not sufficient irrespective of the type of prayer, such a Fardh, 

Waajib, Sunnah or Nafil.  

Forgetfully reciting a Surah in place of Tashahud 

Ruling 15: If a person forgetfully recites Surah Fatiha or 

another Surah in place of Tashahud, then if he remembers it in 

that sitting posture he should recite Tashahud. If he is 

remembers this mistake after having stood up for the third unit, 

he should not return but instead continue the prayer and 

perform Sajdah Sahw in the end, for both scenarios.  

Ruling 16: If a person first recites Tashahud in the Qa’dah 

Ulaa and thereafter recites Surah Fatiha or any other Surah – 

then it is compulsory to perform Sajdah Sahw if this mistake 

transpires in the first sitting posture [Qa’dah Ulaa] and it is not 

compulsory if it transpired in the final sitting posture [Qa’dah 

Aakhirah]. 

Reciting Tashahud twice in Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 17: If a person recites Tashahud twice or more in 

Qa’dah Ulaa then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.  
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The follower forgot to recite Tashahud 

Ruling 18: In a congregation, Imam recites Tashahud and then 

stands up for the third unit meanwhile the follower forgot to 

recite Tashahud and also stands up with the Imam. In this 

scenario, the follower should sit down and recite Tashahud 

when he remembers and thereafter join the Imam even if this 

action makes the follower miss the unit with the Imam.  

If the unit was missed, the follower will make it up for it after 

the Imam makes Salaam and there is no Sajdah Sahw for the 

follower. However, if the follower did not recite the Tashahud 

upon remembering it and continued performing the prayer with 

the Imam, then the prayer must be repeated because a Waajib 

action was intentionally missed.  

Ruling 19: It is compulsory for the follower to complete the 

Tashahud before standing up with the Imam. If the Imam 

stands up, from the first sitting posture, and the follower has 

yet not completed the Tashahud, he must complete it then stand 

up.  

Reciting Durood Sharif in Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 20: In the prayers of Fardh, Waajib and Sunnah Al 

Muakkidah, to recite Durood Sharif forgetfully after Tashahud 

will cause the Sajdah Sahw to become Waajib. If a person 

simply recites, ‘Allahumma Salli ‘alaa Muhammad’ or 

‘Allahumma salli ‘alaa Sayyiduna’ and then stands up for the 

next unit, Sajdah Sahw is still compulsory.  

The reason for this is not due to the recitation of Durood Sharif 

but rather due to the delay in returning to the third unit. To 
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return immediately and stand for the third unit at the 

completion of Tashahud is Waajib and now by reciting Durood 

or that portion of Durood will cause delay to the Waajib act. 

Hence, Sajdah Sahw will become Waajib in the end. This is the 

way of Imam Abu Hanifa [may Allah be pleased with him].  

Ruling 21: If a person simply recited ‘Allahumma’ or 

‘Allahumma salli’ or ‘Allahummah Salli alaa’ and then stood 

up for the next unit; Sajdah Sahw will not be compulsory in this 

instance.  

Remaining quiet after Tashahud in Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 22: If a person kept quiet after reciting Tashahud and 

did not stand up for the third unit and if this delay is that of a 

pillar [3 Tasbeeh], then Sajdah Sahw will become compulsory 

otherwise not.  

The follower issues Luqma if the Imam recites Durood in 

Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 23: In the first sitting posture, the Imam is reciting 

Tashahud and forgetfully begins to recite the Durood. A 

follower behind the Imam could hear that the Imam has begun 

to recite the Durood and has not yet reached ‘Salli alaa’ and 

therefore issues a luqma by pronouncing Allahu Akbar or 

SubhaanAllah. Now, if the Imam accepts the luqma and 

immediately stands up for the third unit, the prayer of everyone 

is valid and there is no Sajdah Sahw in the end. If the Imam did 

not accept the luqma and continued reciting the Durood further 

on by reciting ‘Muhammad’ or ‘Sayyiduna’ – then the prayer 

of everyone becomes annulled. The prayer must be repeated 

because Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient.  
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Ruling 24: If, however, the follower behind the Imam heard 

that the Imam has recited Durood Sharif as or more than 

‘Allahumma Salli Alaa Muhammad’ – now it is not permissible 

for the follower to issue luqma. He should wait for the Imam to 

remember. If the Imam remembers and stands up – then this is 

fine [the Imam will perform Sajdah Sahw in the end]. However, 

the follower may issue the luqma when the Imam is turning his 

head for Salaam. If the follower issued the luqma before this 

point, his prayer will become annulled. And if the Imam were 

to accept the luqma before this point then the prayer of 

everyone will become annulled. The prayer will now have to 

be repeated.   

Issuing luqma by saying Attahiyyat 

Ruling 25: If a follower issues luqma by saying ‘Attahiyyaat’ 

instead of ‘Allahu Akbar’ or ‘SubhaanAllah’ then there is no 

harm in this. Although, the latter two words are Sunnah.  

Reciting Durood Sharif in Qa’dah Ulaa of Nafil prayer 

Ruling 26: It is not Waajib to perform Sajdah Sahw if a person 

recites Durood Sharif after Tashahud in the first sitting posture 

[Qa’dah Ulaa] of a four unit Nafil [or Sunnah Al Ghayr 

Muakkidah]. This is because in these prayers it is preferable to 

recite Durood and Dua after the Tashahud of the Qa’dah Ulaa. 

Forgetting Qa’dah Ulaa in Taraaweeh prayer 

Ruling 27: In the Taraaweeh prayer, the Imam stood up for the 

third unit erroneously and he did not sit at the end of the second 

unit – then he must return to the sitting posture upon 

remembering and perform Sajdah Sahw. And if the Imam did 
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not return to the sitting posture but continued the third unit and 

then performed the Sajdah Sahw in the end – then according to 

the most correct view the prayer has become nullified. This 

prayer must be repeated and the amount of Qur’an recited in 

the three units must be repeated as well.  

Ruling 28: If a person did not sit at the end of two units and 

only sat for the sitting posture at the end of four units – then 

these four units will be considered to be two units. And the 

amount of Qur’an recited in these four units need not be 

repeated. 

Doubt in Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 29: If a person gets a doubt in the first sitting posture 

whether he sat for the Qa’dah or not; then he should perform 

Sajdah Sahw in the end and his prayer will be valid.   

Forgetfully turning for Salaam in Qa’dah Ulaa 

Ruling 30: If a person forgetfully turns his head on one side or 

both sides for Salaam in the first sitting posture [Qa’dah Ulaa] 

and immediately remembers his mistake; then as long as he did 

not do something that is contrary to the conditions of Salaah 

[eating, drinking, conversing or stepping away] then he must 

stand up for the third unit and complete the prayer with Sajdah 

Sahw in the end.  
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CHAPTER 9 

Forgetfulness in the 3rd and 4th units 

Ruling 1: After the first sitting posture [Qa’dah Ulaa] one 

should pronounce Takbeer [Allahu Akbar] during which he 

should stand up for the third unit of prayer. In accordance with 

the rules, he should fold his hands just beneath the navel and 

recite the Tasmiya [Bismillah] and recite Surah Fatiha. To 

recite the Tasmiya is only for the Imam and the one who is 

performing the prayer individually. The followers will not 

recite the Tasmiya because it is part of Qir’at [recitation of the 

Qur’an] which is not required for them. 

To raise the hands in the 3rd unit 

Ruling 2: If a person raises his hands while pronouncing the 

Takbeer in the third unit [as it is done when initiating the 

prayer] there is no Sajdah Sahw for this action whether the 

person did this forgetfully or knowingly. However, to do so 

knowingly is contrary to the Sunnah [according to the Hanafi 

law].  

To forget to recite Tasmiya in the 3rd unit  

Ruling 3: If a person forgot to recite the Tasmiya in the third 

unit or intentionally did not recite it then there is no Sajdah 

Sahw for both cases. However, to omit reciting the Tasmiya is 

not recommended.  
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To recite Thanaa or Ta’awudh in the 3rd unit 

Ruling 4: In the Fardh, Witr or Sunnah Al Muakkidah prayers, 

if someone recited the opening glorification [Thanaa] or the 

supplication of refuge [Ta’awudh] then this is contrary to the 

Sunnah but Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory. 

Ruling 5: However, it is preferable to recite the Thanaa and 

the Ta’awudh in the third unit of Sunnah Al Ghayr Muakkida 

and Nafil prayers. If it is not recited in these prayers then also 

Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory but it is preferable to recite it. 

To recite Tasmiya in the 4th unit 

Ruling 6: In the beginning of the fourth unit of every prayer, it 

is Sunnah to recite Tasmiya before Surah Fatiha. Omitting this 

does not render Sajdah Sahw compulsory.  
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CHAPTER 10 

 Forgetfulness in the final sitting posture [Qa’dah Aakhira] 

One should sit in the final sitting posture in the same manner 

as one sat in the first sitting posture [Qa’dah Ulaa] which we 

have discussed earlier. 

Ruling 1: At the end of all the units of a prayer, that is, in the 

4th unit of the 4 unit prayer, 3rd unit of a third unit prayer and 

2nd unit of a 2 unit prayer – to sit for a duration it takes one to 

recite the entire Tashahud is Fardh [obligatory]. To recite the 

entire Tashahud without missing out any word is compulsory 

[Waajib]. If one word is left out – Sajdah Sahw becomes 

compulsory. 

Ruling 2: If a person sat down for the final sitting posture and 

then thought that perhaps one unit is still remaining, so he stood 

up but then recalled that he has completed all the units of the 

prayer so he sat down again. In this case, if the sum of both 

sittings was for a duration of reciting the entire Tashahud then 

the Fardh has been completed. If he forgot to recite the 

Tashahud – he should perform Sajdah Sahw and if he omitted 

it intentionally, then he will have to repeat the prayer.  

To sleep in Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 3: If a person dozed off for the entire Qa’dah e 

Aakhirah then he should do so when waking up – that is, he 

should remain seated for the duration of Tashahud and perform 

Sajdah Sahw. Otherwise, the prayer will not be valid.  
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Not to sit for Qa’dah Aakhirah forgetfully 

Ruling 4: If a person did not sit for the final sitting posture and 

stood up forgetfully, then as long as he did not perform the 

prostration of the extra unit, he should return to the sitting 

posture and complete the prayer with Sajdah Sahw. If he does 

not do Sajdah Sahw his prayer will have to be repeated. 

Mistakes by person performing the prayer in the seated 

posture 

To forgetfully recite the Qir’at instead of Tashahud in 

Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 5: If a person, due to an excuse, performs a four unit 

prayer in the sitting position and in the final sitting posture he 

forgetfully recites Surah Fatiha instead of Tashahud; and 

proceeds for Ruku’ and performs it as well – then such a person 

is like the one who has stood up for the fifth unit. As long as he 

does not perform the prostration of the extra unit, he must 

return to the sitting posture, recite the Tashahud and complete 

the prayer with Sajdah Sahw.   

Ruling 6: However, if he performed the prostration of the fifth 

unit then his prayer is invalidated. He must repeat the prayer 

because Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient. 

A seated person forgetfully intends Qiyaam instead of 

Qa’dah Ulaa  

Ruling 7: A person performing the four unit prayer in the 

sitting position incorrectly intends for Qiyam, after the final 
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prostration in the second unit, instead of Qa’dah ulaa. But he 

did not recite the Qir’at – so as soon as he remembers he should 

recite the Tashahud and complete the prayer. There is no need 

for Sajdah Sahw.  

Ruling 8: And if he recited the Qir’at then he should continue 

the prayer, even if he remembers his mistake, and complete the 

prayer with Sajdah Sahw in the end. This is the same case for 

the person performing Salaah in the standing position.  

Ruling 9: If a person forgets to sit for the final sitting posture 

and stands for the extra unit in which he performs the Ruku’ 

and reaches the prostration [in the state of forgetfulness], then 

his prayer becomes invalid. For example, if he stood up for the 

5th unit without sitting for Qa’ada Aakhira in a four unit prayer, 

or for the 4th unit in Maghrib or the 3rd unit for the Fajr – and 

in all cases he makes the prostration of the extra unit without 

having sat for Qa’dah Aakhira previously – then all the prayers 

are invalidated. Yes, if a person adds another unit to it, except 

in the case of Maghrib, then the prayer will be transformed into 

voluntary prayer.      

Recalling the missed Sajdah Tilaawah in Qa’dah Aakhira  

Ruling 10: If a person is seated in the final sitting posture for 

the duration of Tashahud and thereafter remembers that he has 

forgotten to perform the recitational prostration or the normal 

prayer prostration – then he must immediately perform the 

prostration and thereafter sit for the Qa’dah Aakhira again and 

recite Tashahud and then perform the two prostrations of 

Sajdah Sahw and then sit back up and recite Tashahud again 

and complete the prayer. If he does not sit up again for Qa’dah 
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Aakhira after the forgotten prostration then the prayer will 

become invalid.  

Qa’dah does not become nullified due to Sajdah Sahw 

Ruling 11: It should be noted that the sitting posture that is 

performed before the Sajdah Sahw does not become nullified. 

It remains valid however, to recite the Tashahud is compulsory. 

Hence, if a person performs Sajdah Sahw and then ends the 

Salaah without reciting the Tashahud then in this case the 

Fardh has been completed but a Waajib has been omitted 

[which is a sin] due to which it is compulsory to repeat the 

prayer.  

If a person forgetfully concludes the prayer with Salaam then 

as stated before, the person may perform Sajdah Sahw and 

complete the prayer as long as the person did not do something 

that is contrary to the conditions of prayer.  

Doubt in performance of Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 12: If a doubt arises in the number of units in the prayer, 

then one should opt for the minimum and perform the rest. For 

example, if one has a doubt whether he has performed 2 or 3 

then opt for 2. Similarly, wherever there is a probability of 

Qa’dah Aakhirah one should perform the Qa’dah. In the end, 

perform Sajdah Sahw. 

For example, if a person is performing two units of prayer and 

has a doubt whether it is the first or the second unit, then he 

should consider it to be the first but he should also sit for the 

Qa’da in this ‘assumed first unit’ because in reality it might be 

the second unit. Similarly, in a four unit prayer, he doubts 
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whether he has performed three units or four units, so he will 

opt for three units and perform Qa’da in this unit and as well 

as the next. And complete the prayer with Sajdah Sahw. 

Because in the case of the doubt, the reality might be something 

alternative. Whatever one assumes to be the third unit might in 

reality be the fourth unit. And it has been informed earlier that 

in a two and four unit prayer Qa’dah Aakhira is Fardh in the 

second unit and fourth unit, respectively. 

Therefore, whenever there is a doubt in the units one should 

keep performing the Qa’dah in each instance and complete the 

prayer with Sajdah Sahw. The prayer will be valid.40     

Not to recite Durood or Dua in Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 13: If a person does not recite Durood Sharif or the Dua 

or recites one and not the other – then Sajdah Sahw is not 

compulsory. The reason for this is that Durood Sharif and Dua 

is Sunnah, not Waajib. However, to omit it intentionally is 

contrary to Sunnah and to omit Durood Sharif is a great loss.  

To recite Durood Sharif twice in Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 14: If Durood Sharif is recited twice intentionally or 

half of it in the final sitting posture – then there is no Sajdah 

Sahw for it. If due to forgetfulness a person recited Durood 

Sharif and then stopped halfway and began to recite Dua and 

thereafter he remembered – so for him it is better to stop the 

Dua and complete the Durood Sharif. Thereafter, he may recite 

                                                           
40 Another example of it is suppose a person is performing a four unit 

prayer and then doubts whether it is the first unit or the second. So he 

will opt for the first and perform the Qa’dah in all the remaining units. 

Then he will conclude the prayer with Sajdah Sahw. 
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the Dua and then complete the Salaah. No need for Sajdah 

Sahw. 

Recalling the need for Sajdah Sahw after Tashahud in 

Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 15: If Sajdah Sahw was compulsory on someone but he 

forgot to proceed for Sajdah Sahw after reciting the Tashahud 

and only remembers it after Durood Sharif or Dua – then he 

may now proceed for Sajdah Sahw and then recite Tashahud, 

and conclude the prayer.  

Pondering in Qa’dah Aakhirah 

Ruling 16: In the final sitting posture if a person remains silent 

for some time after having recited the Tashahud, Durood Sharif 

and Dua – Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Forgetfulness in conclusion of the prayer 

The final obligatory action in prayer is its conclusion. It is 

called ‘Khurooj bi-sun’ihi’. Its definition is to end the prayer, 

intentionally, after fulfilling the obligation of the final sitting 

posture [Qa’dah Aakhirah] in such a way that contradicts the 

conditions of prayer by performing Salaam or through other 

methods. It is that action that if a person has to commit within 

the prayer it will break the prayer spontaneously such as 

greeting someone by saying Assalaam Alaykum. It should also 

be noted that if someone does an action, other than the Salaam, 

that will end the prayer then the obligation of prayer will be 

fulfilled; however the prayer will be required to be repeated 

because to pronounce As-Salaam at the end of prayer, in the 

final sitting posture, is Waajib. Therefore, if a person ends the 

prayer by conversing with someone or by laughing out or by 

drinking or eating something – then it is compulsory to repeat 

the prayer as the compulsory action has been omitted 

intentionally. Sajdah Sahw will not suffice in this scenario 

because the prayer and the conditions of prayer spontaneously 

ends by eating or drinking or conversing with someone. 

Therefore, this circumstance does not warrant Sajdah Sahw. 
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CHAPTER 12 

Forgetfulness in the Witr prayer 

Three units of Witr prayer after the Esha prayer is Waajib and 

since this prayer is unique to other prayers in terms of Qunoot 

[the supplication] and the raising of the hands in the 3rd unit; 

we have mentioned the rulings of this prayer in a separate 

chapter. It should be noted that if a person misses this prayer, 

intentionally or unintentionally, it is compulsory to repeat it.  

Qa’dah Ulaa in Witr is forgotten 

Ruling 1: There are three units in Witr prayer and it also 

consists of the first sitting posture [Qa’dah Ulaa] at the end of 

2nd unit, which is compulsory [Waajib]. One should stand up 

for the 3rd unit after having recited the Tashahud only in 

Qa’dah Ulaa. One should not recite Durood Sharif or Dua after 

Tashahud as it is done in the three units of Maghrib prayer. If 

a person forgets to perform the Qa’dah Ulaa and stands up 

right – then he should not return but rather continue and 

complete the prayer with Sajdah Sahw.  

Ruling 2: If a person forgets to recite Tashahud in the Qa’dah 

Ulaa or if he recited the Durood Sharif after it – then Sajdah 

Sahw is compulsory. 

To forget the Takbeer & Qunoot in the 3rd unit of Witr 

Ruling 3: In the 3rd unit of the Witr prayer if a person forgets 

to raise his hands for Takbeer and the recitation of the Qunoot 

supplication – and proceeds for Ruku’; then the person should 
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not return upon remembering his mistake. He should complete 

the prayer with Sajdah Sahw.  

However, if a person returns from Ruku’ and then performs the 

Takbeer and recites the Qunoot – then he may proceed to 

prostration directly because there is no need for another Ruku’ 

in this instance. In the end, he must perform Sajdah Sahw. 

And, if the person forgetfully repeated the Ruku’ again, in this 

case also he should continue the prayer and perform Sajdah 

Sahw.  

Ruling 4: If the aforementioned person intentionally 

performed the Ruku’ again [irrespective of whether he knew 

this ruling or not] – his prayer is invalidated. He must repeat 

the prayer from the start as Sajdah Sahw is not sufficient for 

this mistake.  

Imam forgot the Qunoot & proceeded for Ruku’  

Ruling 5: If the Imam proceeds for Ruku’ forgetfully without 

reciting the Qunoot – and if the follower had to issue the luqma 

then the prayer of this follower becomes annulled. And if the 

Imam accepts this luqma and returns to recite Qunoot – then 

the prayer of the Imam and all the followers becomes annulled.  

It should be remembered that it is not permissible for the 

followers to issue the luqma if the Imam has proceeded for 

Ruku’. People are unaware of this ruling.  
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Forgetting to annex a Surah after Surah Fatiha and 

reciting the Qunoot  

Ruling 6: In the 3rd unit of Witr, if a person recites Surah Fatiha 

and then recites the Qunoot and then proceeds for the Ruku’ – 

meanwhile forgetting to annex a Surah to Surah Fatiha – then 

to correct this mistake the person is required to return from 

Ruku’ and recite another Surah then recite the Qunoot and 

thereafter perform the Ruku’ again and finally perform Sajdah 

Sahw.  

Forgetting to recite Surah Fatiha in the 3rd unit 

Ruling 7: If the person forgot to recite Surah Fatiha in the 3rd 

unit of Witr and only recited another Surah – then Sajdah Sahw 

is compulsory in this case. This person must return from the 

Ruku’ if he remembers the mistake, and recite Surah Fatiha and 

then annex another Surah and the recite Qunoot and end the 

prayer with Sajdah Sahw.  

What should the follower do if Imam forgets the Qunoot? 

Ruling 8: In the Ramadan month, if the Imam proceeds for 

Ruku’ without reciting the Qunoot, then the follower should 

recite Qunoot on his own if he can and join the Imam in Ruku’. 

However, if the follower fears that his Ruku’ might be missed 

if he recites the Qunoot – then he should leave the Qunoot and 

join the Imam in Ruku’.  

As for the Imam, if he remembers in Ruku’ his mistake then he 

may recite the Qunoot when returning from Ruku’ for the 

Qauma position – there is no need for another Ruku’. However, 

Sajdah Sahw is necessary. 
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Doubt in the number of units of Witr 

Ruling 9: If a doubt arises whether it is the 1st, 2nd or the 3rd 

unit of Witr; then he should recite the Qunoot in every unit and 

perform Qa’dah in every unit. In the end, perform Sajdah 

Sahw. [During doubt, one will opt for the minimum and in this 

case it is the 1st unit].  

Ruling 10: Similarly, if a doubt arises whether it is the 2nd or 

the 3rd unit – he will perform Qunoot and Qa’dah in every unit 

and end the prayer with Sajdah Sahw.   

To recite Qunoot in the 1st or 2nd unit of Witr 

Ruling 11: If a person recited the Qunoot in the 1st or the 2nd 

unit, then he must recite it in the 3rd unit and end the prayer with 

Sajdah Sahw. This is the preferred view. 

Some scholars have stated that if a person has recited the 

Qunoot in the 1st or the 2nd then there is no need for him to recite 

again in the 3rd unit. The person still needs to perform Sajdah 

Sahw.  

To recite Qunoot loudly 

Ruling 12: If a person recited the Qunoot loudly, then there is 

no Sajdah Sahw for this action. However, it is contrary to the 

Sunnah. 

A Masbooq will perform Qunoot with the Imam 

Ruling 13: In Ramadan, if a person joins the Witr congregation 

in the 2nd or the 3rd unit then he will recite the Qunoot with the 

Imam. If, however, he joins the congregation in the Ruku’ of 
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the third unit of Witr then there is no need for him to recite 

Qunoot when making up his missed units. But if he joins the 

congregation after the Ruku’ of the 3rd unit – then he will recite 

Qunoot when making up his missed units.  

To recite another supplication instead of Qunoot 

Ruling 14: If a person recited another supplication in place of 

Qunoot and that supplication is based on praise and glory of 

Allah Ta’ala then the Waajib has been fulfilled. Sajdah Sahw 

is not necessary. The recitation of the specific Qunoot 

supplication is a Sunnah and not Waajib.  

Ruling 15: If a person does not know Qunoot supplication by 

heart – then he must try and memorise the supplication. And 

meanwhile, he should recite ‘Allahummah Rabbana Aatina Fi 

Dunya Hasanah Wa Fil Aaakhirati Hasanah Wa Qina Adhaab 

An Naar’. And if he cannot remember this as well, then he 

should recited ‘Allahumagh-firli’ three times. If this he cannot 

remember then simply recite ‘Ya Rabbu Ya Rabbu’ thrice. The 

Waajib will then be fulfilled. There is no need for Sajdah Sahw. 

To recite Surah Ikhlaas instead of Qunoot 

Ruling 16: If a person recited Surah Ikhlaas in place of Qunoot 

then the Waajib will be fulfilled because this Surah is based on 

praise and glory of Allah Ta’ala.  
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CHAPTER 13 

Forgetfulness in the Takbeer of E’id 

Ruling 1: In contrary to other prayer, the two Eid prayers 

requires an additional six compulsory Takbeer. If some or all 

are omitted then the Waajib has been omitted.  

Ruling 2: If some or all compulsory Takbeer of Eid is omitted 

due to forgetfulness then Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. 

Ruling 3: If the Imam pronounced more than six Takbeer or if 

he pronounced them at the wrong place in prayer – then Sajdah 

Sahw is compulsory. 

Ruling 4: If the Imam proceeds for Ruku’ after having 

forgotten to recite the extra Takbeer – then if he remembers he 

should return and call out the Takbeer in the standing posture 

and thereafter perform Ruku’ again and proceed for prostration. 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. 

Ruling 5: In the 2nd unit if the Imam forgets to pronounce the 

Takbeer while proceeding for Ruku’ then Sajdah Sahw is 

compulsory. And if he forgets the Takbeer of the unit then the 

Sajdah Sahw is not compulsory.  

Ruling 6: If the crowd is abundant in Jumuah or Eid prayer 

then it is advisable not to perform Sajdah Sahw [to prevent 

any confusion]. 
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CHAPTER 14 

Salaatut Tasbeeh [Prayer of Litany]  

The reason this prayer is called the prayer of litany is because 

there is a recitation of 75 folds of Tasbeeh in each unit. There 

are boundless virtues in the prayer. The scholars have 

mentioned that if a Muslim hears about the virtues of this 

prayer then he will never leave it. If someone does not perform 

this prayer then this is due to his laziness and ignorance in the 

matters of religion.  

Hadith 

ْلتب عب يبا عببَّاسه يبا عبمَّاهه أبَلب أهْعِطيكب أبَلب أبْمنبحهكب أبَلب أبْحبهوكب أبَلب أبفرْعبله ِبكب عبْشرب ِخصباٍل ِإذبا أبْنتب فرب 
بِيربهه ِسرَّ  َب   وبعبالبنِيربتبهه هه ذبِلكب غبفبرب اللَّهه لبكب ذبنْرببكب أبوَّلبهه وبآِخربهه قبِديمبهه وبحبِديثبهه خبطبأبهه وبعبْمدبهه صبِغيربهه وب

 عبْشرب ِخصباٍل أبْن ُهصبلِّيب أبْرببعب ربَبعباتٍ 

عبْل فبِإْن لبْم ُربْفعبْل فبِفي َهلِّ جهمهعبٍة مبرًَّة فبِإنْ  لبْم ُربْفعبْل  ِإِن اْستبطبْعتب أبْن ُهصبلِّيربهبا ِفي َهلِّ يربْوٍم مبرًَّة فبافرْ
فبِفي َهلِّ سبنبٍة مبرًَّة فبِإْن لبْم ُربْفعبْل فبِفي عهمهِركب مبرَّةً  فبِفي َهلِّ شبْهٍر مبرًَّة فبِإْن لبْم ُربْفعبلْ     

“O Abbas! O my uncle! Should I present to you a gift? Should 

I bestow something to you? Should I inform you of something 

greatly beneficial? Should I show you such an act which, if you 

render it, Allah will forgive all your sins – old and new, those 

committed in error and those committed deliberately, sins 

committed publicly or privately? The act is to perform four 

Rakaats (Salatut Tasbeeh) … (after the Messenger of Allah 

(salAllahu Alayhi Wasallam) taught him the way of performing 

this Salaah, he said): If possible, perform this Salaah daily; if 
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you are unable, then perform it once a week. If you are unable, 

then perform it once a month; if you are unable, then perform 

it once a year and if you are unable to do even this, then 

perform it at least once in a lifetime.”41 

The method of performing this prayer 

It is in Tirmidhi from the narration of Abdullah ibn Mubaarak 

[may Allah be pleased with him] that the method of performing 

this prayer is to first make an intention of performing 4 units of 

Tasbeeh prayer and initiate the prayer with the opening 

Takbeer [Takbeer Tahrima]. Fold the hands and recite the 

Thanaa [opening glorification] and recite the following 

Tasbeeh litany 15 times: 

بربره  َْ  سهْبحبانب اللَِّه وباْلحبْمده لِلَِّه وبَلب ِإلبهب ِإَلَّ اللَّهه وباللَّهه أب

“SubHaanAllahi Wal-Hamdulillahi Wa La Ilaaha IlAllahu 

Allahu Akbar” 

Thereafter, recite the Ta’awudh, Tasmiya and Surah Fatiha and 

then recite the aforementioned Tasbeeh 10 times. Then proceed 

for Ruku’ and recite the prescribed litany of Ruku’ thrice 

[SubHaana Rabbi Al-Adheem]. Add the Tasbeeh 10 times after 

it. Then return from Ruku’ and recite 10 times Tasbeeh in this 

posture of Qaumah. Then proceed for Sajdah and recite the 

prescribed litany of prostration [SubHaana Rabbi Al-A’la] 

thrice and add the Tasbeeh 10 times. Returning from the first 

prostration – recite the Tasbeeh 10 times in the Jalsa posture. 

Then proceed for the second prostration and do the same as for 

                                                           
41 Narrated by Abdullah ibn Abbas [may Allah be pleased with him], 

Sunan Abi Dawood, Book 5, Hadith no. 1297 
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the first prostration. In this way, every unit comprises of 75 

Tasbeeh recitations and the total of four units will equal 300 

recitations. 

Ruling 1: When standing up for the 2nd unit, one will recite the 

Tasbeeh 15 times as stated for the first unit. In the sitting 

posture of the 2nd unit, one will recite Tashahud, Durood Sharif 

and Dua. Then standing up for the 3rd unit, one will begin with 

Thanaa [as the first unit] and continue the prayer as mentioned.  

Forgetfulness in the Prayer of Tasbeeh 

Ruling 2: If Sajdah Sahw becomes Waajib then the Tasbeeh 

will not be recited in between the two prostrations of the Sahw. 

Ruling 3: If a person forgets to recite the Tasbeeh in any of the 

postures or recites it less than 10 – then he may recite the 

missed Tasbeeh in the next posture. For example, if a person 

missed the 10 times Tasbeeh in the standing position after the 

recitation of Surah then he may recite it in the Ruku’ position 

[so the Ruku’ posture will contain 20 Tasbeeh]. However, it is 

better to recite the missed Tasbeeh in postures like Qiyaam, 

Ruku and Sajdah and avoid reciting the missed Tasbeeh in the 

Qaumah and Jalsa. Nevertheless, Sajdah Sahw is not 

compulsory in any case.  
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CHAPTER 15 

Forgetfulness for the latecomers to congregation 

The followers behind the Imam in a congregation are of various 

categories. The follower who joins the Imam from the 

beginning until the end of prayer is known as Mudrik. The 

second category follower is he who joins the Imam after the 

Ruku’ of the first unit and remains until the end. Such a follower 

is known as Masbooq. The third category is that follower who 

joins the Imam from the beginning but due to a reason he 

misses one or two units in between the prayer and then joins 

the congregation again until the end. For example, a person 

joins the congregation from the beginning and in the 2nd unit 

his Wudhu lapsed then he proceeded to re-perform the Wudhu 

during which he missed a few units and then joins the 

congregation again. Such a follower is called Laahiq. The 

fourth category is that follower who joins the Imam after the 

first unit and then his Wudhu lapsed. Then he went and 

performed Wudhu again during which he missed some units in 

the congregation. Then he joined the Imam afterwards. Such a 

follower is known as Masbooq Laahiq. Since there are some 

different rulings on each one of them – it has been mentioned 

here separately.  

Rulings for Masbooq 

The Masbooq will perform Sajdah Sahw with Imam 

Ruling 1: The Masbooq will perform Sajdah Sahw with the 

Imam irrespective of whether the Imam made the mistake 
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before or after the Masbooq joined the congregation. If he did 

not perform Sajdah Sahw with the Imam then he will do so 

when he completes making up his prayer. If the Masbooq errs 

somewhere when making up his missed units then the Sajdah 

Sahw in the end will suffice this mistake as well. 

Masbooq must not turn his head for Salaam with Imam 

Ruling 2: The Masbooq must not turn his head for Salaam 

when the Imam turns on one side for Salaam before Sajdah 

Sahw. The Masbooq should only perform Sajdah Sahw with the 

Imam. If he were to turn his head intentionally for the Salaam 

his prayer becomes annulled. If he turns his head forgetfully 

with the Imam without any delay in it – then the Sajdah Sahw 

with the Imam suffices. And if there is a delay in turning the 

head for Salaam with the Imam [forgetfully] – then he will have 

to perform Sajdah Sahw again at the end when completes 

making up his missed units.  

Ruling 3: If the Masbooq forgetfully turns his head for Salaam 

both sides with the Imam and then someone reminded him 

about this mistake – so he immediately stands up for the missed 

units. In this scenario, the prayer becomes nullified42. And if he 

waited for a while after being reminded or he himself 

remembered his mistake, then he will stand up to make up the 

missed units and perform the Sajdah Sahw in the end.  

 

 

                                                           
42 This is because he has followed someone who is not in prayer.  
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Masbooq errs in his missed units 

Ruling 4: If a Masbooq errs forgetfully due to which a Waajib 

act is omitted during the making up of his missed units, then he 

shall perform Sajdah Sahw in the end.  

Masbooq did not perform the Qa’dah in between the two 

missed units of Maghrib 

Ruling 5: If a person misses two units of the Maghrib prayer 

with the Imam and joins only in the final unit then the person 

stands up after the Imam turns for Salaam and he makes up the 

missed two units in such a way that he did not perform the 

sitting posture [Qa’dah Ula] in between the two units – then 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. If he does not perform the 

compensatory prostrations, then he will have to repeat the 

prayer.  

If a Masbooq joins congregation after the Imam’s Sajdah 

Sahw 

Ruling 6: If Sajdah Sahw was compulsory on the Imam and he 

performs it after the final sitting posture [as prescribed] and 

thereafter while reciting the final Tashahud a follower joins the 

congregation at that moment – then the prayer of the follower 

will be valid and Sajdah Sahw is not required for him in the 

end. 

If a Masbooq joins congregation during the second 

prostration of the Imam’s Sajdah Sahw 

Ruling 7: If a follower joins the congregation when the Imam 

was performing the second prostration of Sajdah Sahw – then 
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the first prostration of Sajdah Sahw is not required for the 

follower. 

If Masbooq stands up when Imam turns his head for 

Salaam of Sajdah Sahw 

Ruling 8: If Sajdah Sahw was Waajib on the Imam and 

therefore turned one side for Salaam to proceed for the two 

compensatory prostrations, however the Masbooq thought it is 

a normal Salaam at the end of the prayer and he stood up to 

perform his missed units – in this case he will have to perform 

Sajdah Sahw in the end.  

Ruling 9: If Sajdah Sahw was Waajib on the Imam but he 

turned both sides for Salaam and thereafter recalled that he has 

forgotten to perform the two compensatory prostrations – then 

he immediately proceeds for the prostrations; meanwhile the 

Masbooq had stood up when the Imam had performed Salaam 

initially. In this scenario – the Masbooq should return and join 

the Imam if he has not yet performed the prostration of his 

missed unit. And thereafter stand up when Imam turns for the 

final Salaam to complete the missed units. The initial standing, 

recitation and the ruku’ of the Masbooq has become irrelevant. 

However, if the Masbooq does not return to perform Sajdah 

Sahw with the Imam, then he will need to perform it in the end. 

Moreover, if the Masbooq had already performed the 

prostration of his missed unit then he must not return to join the 

Imam in Sajdah Sahw, otherwise his prayer will become 

invalidated. 

Ruling 10: If the Masbooq performed Sajdah Sahw with the 

Imam and thereafter he was performing his missed units during 
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which he made a mistake [that is contrary to Waajib] then he 

must perform Sajdah Sahw again in the end.  

Masbooq forgot to stand up and erroneously makes 

Salaam with the Imam 

Ruling 11: If the Masbooq forgot that he has to stand up and 

perform his missed units but instead he performed Salaam with 

the Imam and raised his hands for Dua. Then he recalled that 

he is a Masbooq and there are some missed units still remaining 

to perform – then he may stand up immediately and perform 

the missed units and end the prayer with Sajdah Sahw. This is 

only if the Masbooq had not performed any action that is 

contrary to the conditions of prayer. 

Masbooq joins the Imam in the erroneous extra unit 

Ruling 12: A person joined the congregation in the final sitting 

posture of the third unit of Maghrib and he knows that this is 

the final sitting posture of the prayer, however the Imam 

became confused as to whether it is the final unit or not and 

therefore stands up for the extra unit assuming that it was the 

2nd unit – then if the Masbooq stands up following the Imam 

for this extra unit then his prayer will become annulled.  

In this scenario, the Masbooq should not follow the Imam but 

rather stand up on his own and perform his missed units.  

Masbooq should only recite Tashahud in the final sitting 

posture with the Imam 

Ruling 13: The Masbooq should only recite Tashahud when 

sitting in the final sitting posture with the congregation. He 

should recite it slowly so that by the time Imam performs the 
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Salaam the Tashahud of the Masbooq is completed at that time. 

However, if he completes the Tashahud before this time, then 

the Masbooq has a choice of either adopting silence or recite 

the final phrase of the Tashahud repeatedly or recite the entire 

Tashahud again. 

If Masbooq recites Durood Sharif in Qa’dah Aakhirah with 

the Imam 

Ruling 14: If the Masbooq recited Durood Sharif as well, then 

there is no Sajdah Sahw on him.  

If Masbooq joins congregation just prior to Salaam of 

Imam  

Ruling 15: If a follower joins the congregation just before the 

Imam was about to turn his head for the Salaam, then he may 

not stand up immediately but rather recite the Tashahud and 

thereafter he may stand up to perform his missed units. 

Ruling 16: In the above scenario – if the Masbooq had just 

performed Takbeer Tahrima or he was about to join the Imam 

– but the Imam pronounced the Salaam completely – then this 

congregational prayer for him is not valid. He will perform the 

prayer individually. 

Ruling 17: If the Masbooq joins the congregation while the 

Imam was pronouncing the Salaam – if he joined the 

congregation after the Imam pronounced the ‘m’ of As-Salaam 

but before complete the rest of the Salaam which is ‘Alaykum 

Wa Rahmatullah’ then the Masbooq will have to perform the 

prayer separately because the prayer officially ends when the 
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Imam pronounces the ‘m’ of the word As-Salaam. The 

Masbooq will perform his Takbeer Tahrima again.  

Ruling 18: [We have discussed earlier in the chapter of Witr] 

that if the follower attains the 3rd unit of the congregation of 

Witr in Ramadan – whether it was after the Imam had 

completed the Qunoot or during the Ruku’ posture – then to 

recite Qunoot again for the follower is not necessary.  

When should Masbooq recite the Thanaa 

Ruling 19: The Masbooq should recite his Thana [opening 

glorification] when he stands up to perform his missed units. 

He may not recite it when he joins the congregation if the Imam 

is reciting the Qir’at loudly. However, he may recite it if the 

Imam is reciting the Qir’at silently or if the Imam is in Ruku’ 

or prostration and he knows he will attain the Ruku’ or 

prostration then he may recite in the beginning after he joins 

the congregation with Takbeer Tahrima.  

How to perform the remaining prayer by the Masbooq 

resident follower behind a traveller Imam?  

Ruling 20: If the Imam is a traveller and he is performing two 

units Qasr [of Zuhr or Asr or Esha] – then a resident follower 

joined the congregation in the second unit [before Ruku’] – in 

this scenario the Masbooq resident follower will complete the 

prayer in the following method: 

1. The follower is a resident and he will have to perform 

three missed units [totalling four because one unit he 

performed with the traveller Imam] 
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2. He will stand up when the Imam turns to perform the 

Salaam. 

3. The follower will then perform the first missed unit by 

standing silently – not reciting anything – and then 

perform Ruku’, the two prostrations and sitting for 

Qa’dah. Recite only the Tashahud and stand up for the 

second missed unit. 

4. In the second missed unit, he will also remain silent 

during the standing posture and then proceed for 

Ruku’, two prostrations and sitting for the Qa’dah as 

well. He shall only recite the Tashahud and stand up 

for the third missed unit.  

5. In the third unit, he shall recite Surah Fatiha, annex 

another Surah and thereafter proceed for Ruku’, two 

prostrations and sit in Qa’dah and recite Tashahud, 

Durood Sharif and Dua and end the prayer with 

Salaam.  

This prayer contains the sitting posture in all the four units. The 

first three sitting postures [one sitting posture with the Imam 

and the following two individually] are Waajib. To miss any of 

them unintentionally causes the Sajdah Sahw to become 

compulsory and if a person misses it intentionally then his 

prayer is invalid. The final sitting posture is Fardh. Therefore, 

to miss this intentionally or unintentionally renders the prayer 

invalid. 

In the similar sense, if a person had missed two units of the 

Maghrib congregation – then he shall sit with the Imam and 

stand up when the Imam turns for Salaam. The person will then 

perform the two missed units in which he shall perform the 
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Qa’dah in both units43. The first two sitting postures [one with 

the Imam and one individually] are Waajib and the final sitting 

posture [individually] is Fardh. If he missed the second sitting 

posture forgetfully, Sajdah Sahw is compulsory. If he missed 

the third sitting posture forgetfully, the prayer becomes invalid. 

Ruling 21: If a resident follower performed a four-unit prayer 

behind a traveller Imam [who will only perform two units], 

then the follower will stand up when the Imam turns for Salaam 

and complete the remaining two units in such a way that he will 

not recite anything in the standing posture – as if he is 

performing prayer behind a resident Imam. If while performing 

his two units, he forgets a Waajib act then it is compulsory to 

perform Sajdah Sahw in the end, just like a Masbooq.  

If the resident follower attained one unit behind the traveller 

Imam, then he shall perform the three remaining units in such 

a way that in the first two units he shall remain silent during the 

standing posture meanwhile reciting Surah Fatiha and 

annexing a Surah in the third unit.  

Rulings for a Laahiq 

Ruling 22: As explained earlier, a Laahiq is a follower who 

joined the congregation and began and ended with the Imam 

but missed a few units in between due to a valid reason. For 

such a person he shall not perform Sajdah Sahw [if there is any] 

with the Imam. He shall remain seated quietly in the sitting 

                                                           
43 The Masbooq shall recite Surah Fatiha and annex another Surah in 

the first missed unit of Maghrib and recite only Tashahud in the 

sitting posture. In the second missed unit, he shall only recite Surah 

Fatiha and recite Tashahud, Durood and Dua in the final sitting 

posture.  
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posture. Then when he stands up to complete his missed units 

– he shall perform Sajdah Sahw. If he performed Sajdah Sahw 

with the Imam then he shall again perform Sajdah Sahw in the 

end.  

Ruling 23: A person begins the prayer congregation with the 

Imam then if his Wudhu becomes nullified – so he will leave 

the congregation and proceed to perform Wudhu. When he 

returns, the Imam is in the third unit or in the final sitting 

posture, so the Laahiq will first complete his missed units 

[individually] without reciting anything in the standing position 

and thereafter if the Imam is still in prayer – he shall join the 

congregation and the end the prayer with the congregation. 

However, if the Laahiq did not perform the missed units 

separately before joining the congregation again then he shall 

perform them after the Imam turns for Salaam. He will not 

recite anything in the standing postures and in this way his 

prayer will be valid.  

Ruling 24: If a person’s Wudhu becomes nullified in 

congregation, therefore he proceeded to perform Wudhu but 

then he doubted whether the Wudhu become nullified or not 

and in this time he kept thinking about it – then he performed 

Wudhu and returned to the congregation. For such a person 

Sajdah Sahw is compulsory.     
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CHAPTER 16 

Forgetfulness in Ta’dil e Arkaan 

To perform every posture of the prayer in a calm manner is 

called Ta’dil e Arkaan. This aspect of prayer for every posture 

is Waajib. That is, in Ruku’, Sajdah, Qauma, Jalsa – to be in 

the state of the posture for a minimum duration of a single 

Tasbeeh [SubHaanAllah] is known as Ta’dil e Arkaan.  

Many people are ignorant of this aspect and they are always 

hastening in their postures. After performing the intention it 

does not take time before a person is in Ruku’ and then 

immediately stands and fall into prostration before being up 

right in the standing posture. Then as soon as the head falls into 

prostration it is raised again and then again falls for the second 

prostration. Allah Forbid!  

This kind of prayers are futile and ruined. There is no hope of 

attaining any virtue in these prayers. On the contrary, there is 

an immense sin and loss for such actions. In the Hadith, the 

Messenger of Allah SalAllahu Alayhi Wasallam has labelled 

such a person a thief of prayer. Therefore, it is an admonition 

to the Muslims to avoid ruining their prayers and become 

habitual in practicing Ta’dil e Arkaan.  

Ruling 1: If a person forgetfully leaves Ta’dil e Arkaan, then 

it is compulsory to perform Sajdah Sahw.  

Ruling 2: If a person is habitual in performing the prayer very 

quickly and due to it Ta’dil e Arkaan is not practiced – or if one 
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intentionally does not practice it – in both cases the prayer is 

defective and it is compulsory to repeat it.  

-------------------------------END---------------------------- 
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A magnificient literature aimed to compile all the rulings of 

Sajdah Sahw related to the Hanafi law of Islam. The noble 

Shaykh – the author of this compilation – has shown a 

remarkable feat of explaining, not only, the correct protocols 

of Salaah, but also, the hypothetical scenarios which will 

allow one to rectify the Salaah. Such works are rare in the 

libraries of Islam. May Allah Ta’ala accept this work!  


